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Abstract 

An atomic force microscope offers the combination of high spatial resolution 

and excellent force sensitivity allowing observation and even manipulation of 

small objects down to the atomic scale. For this reason it is one of the most 

versatile tools in nanotechnology, and many different operation modes have 

evolved over the last two decades. However, most common topographic imaging 

techniques do not distinguish electrostatic forces from van der Waals forces, 

which can result in severe artifacts in the acquired data. To overcome this 

limitation, we developed techniques to cancel electrostatic forces by 

continuously adjusting the bias voltage of the tip to the local electric surface 

potential. The first method is an extension for lift-mode Kelvin probe force 

microscopy, a sequential two pass technique, where the surface topography is 

acquired in a first scan, and long ranging electrostatic forces are measured in a 

second pass at a constant distance from the sample. We minimize electrostatic 

forces by biasing the tip during the topography scan with the local surface 

potential recorded over the previous scan line. In a second technique 

electrostatically induced errors are cancelled by recording the surface potential 

and the topography in a single scan, to this end we simultaneously excite the 

cantilever at higher eigenmodes. We show on a variety of samples, how both 

techniques improve the acquired AFM data by compensating electrostatic forces. 

We further investigated the surface potential of graphene which is, after the 

discovery of carbon nanotubes and C60 bucky balls, the youngest nanocarbon 

material. Graphene is a purely two dimensional material consisting of carbon 

atoms. Due to its unique electronic properties and high resistance to mechanical 

and chemical stress, graphene promises a variety of new applications in material 

science, electronics and nanotechnology. We observed significant surface 
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potential differences depending on the number of atomic layers, from which we 

extract an electric screening length of three to four graphitic layers.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Rasterkraft Mikroskopie erlaubt es feinste Kräfte mit einer grossen Genauigkeit 

und einer hohen lateralen Auflösung zu messen. Ein Abtasten der Oberfläche 

mit einer scharfen Spitze ermöglicht die Abbildung oder Manipulation von 

kleinsten Objekten hinunter bis zum einzelnen Atom. Aus diesem Grund ist das 

Rasterkraft Mikroskop heute eines der wichtigsten Werkzeuge in der 

Nanotechnik. Verschiedene Messmethoden wurden entwickelt, allerdings aber 

unterscheiden die meisten Techniken elektrostatische Kräfte nicht von van der 

Waals Kräften. Daraus können schwerwiegende Fehler in den aufgezeichneten 

Daten entstehen. Wir haben Techniken entwickelt, die elektrostische Kräfte und 

die daraus resultierenden Fehler kompensieren. Wir erreichen dies indem die 

angelegte Spannung an der Spitze aktiv an das lokale elektrische 

Oberflächenpotential  angepasst wird. Eine erste Methode ist ein Zusatz für 

Kelvinsonden-Mikroskopie im „lift-mode“,  dies ist eine sequentielle Technik 

bei der für jede Linie zuerst die Topographie und darauf das 

Oberflächenpotenial in einem zweiten Scan bei einem konstanten Abstand zum 

Sample gemessen wird. In dieser Technik können elektrostatischen Kräfte 

minimiert werden, wenn die in der vorhergehenden Scanlinie gemessene 

Kontaktpotentialdifferenz bei der Topographie Messung als Bias an die Spitze 

angelegt wird. In einer zweien Methode erreichen wir dies dadurch, dass wir die 

Topographie und das Oberflächenpotential gleichzeitig messen, dazu verwenden 

wir mehrere Eigenmoden des Federbalkens. Wir zeigen auf verschiedenen 

Proben wie die beiden Techniken die Messdaten durch Kompensation von 

Elektrostatik verbessern.  

Graphen ist das erste stabile wirklich zweidimensionale Material und besteht nur 

aus Kohlenstoff, und es ist nach der Entdeckung von Kohlenstoff-nanoröhren, 
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und C60 Fullerenen das jüngste Kohlenstoff basierte Nanomaterial.  Dank seinen 

einzigartigen elektrischen Eigenschaften und seiner hohen mechanischen und 

chemischen Stabilität verspricht Graphen eine Vielzahl von zukünftigen 

Anwendungen in der Materialwissenschaft, Elektronik und Nanotechnik. Mit 

den etwickelten Messmethoden untersuchten wir Graphen und fanden, dass sein 

Oberflächenpotential stark von der Schichtdicke abhängt. Aus diesen Messdaten 

konnte die elektrische Abschirmlänge von Graphene bestimmt werden.   
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1 0BIntroduction 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has developed into a powerful tool in 

nanotechnology. It visualizes nano scale objects down to atomic details on a 

wide range of materials in vacuum, ambient air, or liquid. The instrument is used 

in domains ranging from quality control in semiconductor industry to material 

science or biology. The goal of this introduction is to give a brief overview of 

the development of the atomic force microscopy and other scanning probe 

techniques. We further point out the motivation for this work, and provide an 

overview of this thesis.  

1.1 9BThe Development of the Atomic Force Microscope  

In scanning probe techniques a sharp tip is scanned over the surface, and 

topographic images are taken by “feeling” rather than “looking at” specimens. 

Historically surface topographies have first been measured using stylus profilers 

[Xschmalz1929X]. A non-contact type of stylus profiler, called the “topographiner”, 

was demonstrated by Young [Xyoung1972 X]. In this setup an active distance 

control was already implemented, it used the electron field emission current 

between a sharp metal probe and the surface as feedback signal. Researchers at 

IBM established the first scanning profiler based on electron tunneling, which is 

much more distance sensitive than field emission [Xbinnig1982X]. With this 

instrument, known as scanning tunneling microscope (STM), its inventors, 

Binnig and Rohrer, achieved an atomic resolution image of two unit cells of the 

7x7 reconstruction surface of Silicon (111) [Xbinnig1983X]. With this result the 

inventors captured the attention of the surface science world and received the 
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Nobel Prize in 1986. But STM has limited applications, because it requires 

electrically conductive samples. High resolutions images of nonconductive 

surfaces could only be achieved after the invention of the atomic force 

microscope (AFM) [Xbinnig1986 X]. The AFM measures tip sample forces instead 

of tunneling currents and in its simplest mode the topography is measured by 

touching the sample with a constant force. This so called contact mode operation, 

is due to the measurement of a static signal prone to low frequency noise. By 

using a vibrating cantilever this problem can be overcome, the first practical 

demonstration of such dynamic technique was made in Wickramsinghe’s group, 

the sensitivity was drastically increased and non-contact operation could be 

achieved [Xmartin1987 X]. The invention of frequency modulation [Xalbrecht1991X] 

further resulted in the first true atomic resolution images obtained by AFM 

[Xgiessibl1995X]. With this achievement AFM started more and more to replace 

STM techniques.  

The demand of the computer industry to produce storage devices with high data 

density stimulated the measurement of magnetic [Xsaenz1987 X] and electrostatic 

forces [Xmartin1988X]. In electric force microscopy (EFM) a conductive tip acts as 

reference capacitor plate that can detect localized electrostatic forces. Already in 

its early days EFM allowed one to observe single charge carriers 

[Xschonenberger1990X], and further evolved into Kelvin probe force microscopy 

(KFM) [Xnonnenmacher1991X] for quantitative measurements of electric 

potentials. Later tapping mode was introduced to reduce friction due to large 

contact forces in the presence of capillary condensation [Xzhong1993X]. As the 

name suggests, the tip taps the surface once per oscillation cycle. Unlike STM 

and frequency modulation, tapping mode AFM can be applied over a wide range 

of samples with high surface topographies. It can even be used in a liquid 

environment, and therefore the structure of molecules or surfaces of biological 

specimens can be observed under their physiological conditions [Xhansma1994X]. 

Interaction forces on single molecules [Xweisenhorn1992X, Xflorin1994X, Xlee1994X] or 
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unfolding process of protein strands can be investigated 

[Xjanshoff2000X, Xsantos2004X].  

Due to the constant increase in computational speed and bandwidth of 

electronics the recent developments of AFM enable much faster operation. 

High-speed AFM reach video rates [Xschitter2004X, Xhumphris2005X], and allow for 

visualization of dynamic bio molecular processes in real-time [Xando2008X]. 

Furthermore it has become possible to extract more than just topographical data 

from a single scan. Instead of point wise force measurements as in pulsed force 

mode [Xmarti1997X], one can nowadays extract three dimensional maps of surface 

forces by using multifrequency operation [Xmstark2002X, Xsahin2007X]. The ultimate 

goal of compositional mapping has already been reached in ultra high vacuum, 

where it has already been possible to identify single atoms with similar 

techniques [Xsugimoto2007X].  

1.2 10BMotivation of this Work 

Today, more than two decades after the invention of AFM, many different 

imaging techniques have been developed. As the term “force microscopy” 

suggest, all topographic imaging techniques generate maps of constant forces or 

force gradients, which we interpret as topography. However, most techniques do 

not distinguish electrostatic forces from Van der Waals forces. Hence, 

electrostatic forces generated by contact potential differences, localized charges, 

or externally applied potentials can result in severe artifacts in the acquired data 

and result in false topography information. Contact potential differences of a 

few hundred millivolts can be sufficient to mask height differences on the 

atomic scale. XFigure 1.1 X shows such a topographic error, where a single atomic 

layer of carbon atoms known as graphene appears lower than the silicon oxide 

substrate on which it rests.  
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Figure 1.1 Tapping mode scan of a graphene flake resting on silicon dioxide. 

Topography a), amplitude b), and phase image c) are shown. The black arrow 

indicates the edge of the single layer graphene, where an atomic scale height 

difference is masked by imaging artifacts, and a single layer of graphene 

appears lower than the background.  

This example illustrates that there is an absolute necessity for control strategies 

that minimize the electrostatic interaction between the tip and the local area on 

the sample. Kelvin probe techniques nullify the tip sample electrostatic 

interaction by matching the potential of the tip to that of the material under 

investigation. Simultaneous feedback for the topography and Kelvin probe has 

already shown to suppress electrostatic tip sample forces in vacuum 

environments [Xsadewasser2003aX]. In air, however, KFM is commonly 

performed in a lift-mode technique. In this sequential technique the 

electrostatics are not compensated. The goal of this thesis is to develop 

techniques suitable for operation in ambient that compensate electrostatics and 

enable true height measurements over high variations of topography and electric 

surface potential. 
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1.3 11BStructure of this Thesis 

Chapter X2 X describes the principles of AFM, including the basic setup of the 

instrument, tip sample interaction forces, and commonly used imaging 

techniques such as contact mode, tapping mode, and frequency modulation. In 

chapter X3 X topographic errors due to electrostatic forces are analyzed in greater 

detail. Chapter X4 X describes techniques to quantify local electric potentials such 

as Kelvin Probe force microscopy. In Chapter 5 we present a first compensation 

method based on a sequential lift-mode Kelvin probe technique. In chapter X6 X we 

introduce multifrequency AFM techniques, and in chapter 7 we present a second 

Kelvin probe method based on multifrequency operation. It compensates for 

electrostatics by measuring the electric surface potential simultaneously with the 

topography in a single scan. Finally in chapter X8 X we apply these methods to 

explore the electric surface potential of graphene.  
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2 1BPrinciples of AFM 

2.1 12BBasic AFM Setup 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram showing a typical atomic force microscope setup 

in a tapping mode configuration. In most common setups the cantilever is 

excited at its resonance frequency using a dither piezo as actuator, and the 

oscillation is detected by laser beam deflection method using a segmented 

photodiode. While the tip is scanned over the sample, the distance controller 

maintains a constant amplitude (A) and it thereby measures the topography. 

The basic setup of an AFM in a tapping mode configuration is shown in XFigure 

2.1 X. A cantilever that contains a sharp tip attached interacts with the sample as it 

is scanned over the area under investigation. The deflection of the cantilever is 

observed by focusing a laser beam on the backside of the cantilever and 
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measuring the displacement of the reflected beam using a four quadrant 

photodiode. In dynamic techniques the cantilever is mechanically excited using 

a dither piezo, the resulting oscillation of the cantilever is observed using a 

lock-in amplifier. In tapping mode the distance controller adjusts the tip or 

sample Z-position by means of a piezo actuator in order to keep the amplitude of 

the oscillation constant.  

2.2 13BDeflection Detection Methods 

Interestingly, the first atomic force microscope used a tunneling tip on the 

conductive backside of a cantilever to detect the deflection of the cantilever 

[Xbinnig1986X]. Although very accurate, this technique presents various technical 

problems, such as resonances of the cantilever that are higher than the tunneling 

feedback or "snap into contact" of the cantilever and the tunneling tip. Therefore, 

this technique has been replaced by mainly optical detection methods. Among 

them, laser beam deflection detection [Xmeyer1988 X] as described above is the 

most commonly used. Another more precise method is optical interferometry 

between the light reflected from the backside of the cantilever and that reflected 

from the end of a fibre [Xallers1998X]. Where optical methods are difficult to 

implement, or interference of the light with the sample has to be avoided, 

capacitive [Xduerig1997X], piezo-resistive [Xbeck1998X], or piezoelectric 

[Xedwards1997X, Xakiyama2006 X] methods can be applied.  
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2.3 14BThe AFM Probe 

AFM probes, consisting of a cantilever with an integrated tip, have been 

developed since the early stage of the AFM. Since the early nineties, handmade 

tips have been replaced by microfabricated probes consisting of silicon nitride 

[Xalbrecht1990X] or silicon [Xwolter1991X], and today a large range of different 

cantilevers is commercially available. XFigure 2.2 X shows the types of rectangular 

and V-shaped silicon cantilevers mainly used in this work. To improve the 

reflectivity for optical deflection detection methods, the cantilevers optionally 

have an aluminium coating on the backside. For electrical measurements the 

cantilevers are usually fully metal coated, or highly doped silicon is used. A 

sharp tip is obviously required to achieve high resolution images. Today, most 

reasonably priced probes (10-20$) have a typical tip radius of 10-20 nm. The 

selection of available tip materials and geometries is constantly increasing. 
 

 

Figure 2.2 Scanning electron microscopy images of the AFM cantilevers used in 

this work. a) rectangular silicon cantilever (Nanosensors PPP-NCH-W) 

(Imagesource Nanoworld AG, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) b) V-shaped silicon 

cantilever (NSC11A and NSC11B) (Imagesource: Micromasch, Tallinn, 

Estland). 
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The cantilevers spring constant k relates the deflection of the cantilever x to the 

applied force on the tip, as described by Hooke’s law: 

 kxF −=    

For rectangular cantilevers the relation between the cantilever spring constant 

and the cantilever dimensions and material constants is given by 

 3

3

3 4
3

l
Ewt

l
EIk ==

,  

where E is the Young’s modulus, l the length of the cantilever, and I=wt³/12 the 

moment of inertia with width w and thickness t [Xsarid2007X]. Proper choice of the 

cantilever is crucial for the success of the experiment, and demands experience 

and good knowledge of the different imaging techniques. Low spring constant 

cantilevers have a high force sensitivity, and they are mainly used to achieve 

soft tip sample forces in contact mode (k≈0.1N/m). Atomic resolution on the 

other hand requires rather high spring constants in the range of atomic spring 

constants k > 10 N/m [Xgiessibl2005X].  
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2.4 15BTip Sample Interaction Forces  

 

Figure 2.3 Illustration of typical tip sample force interactions in ambient AFM  

 

As illustrated in XFigure 2.3 X, a variety of interactions can occur when an AFM tip 

gets in close proximity to the sample surface. Especially in ambient, where most 

samples are contaminated by adsorbates or covered by a water film, the 

interplay of all the forces can get quite complex and difficult to predict. The goal 

of this section is to highlight the forces that are relevant for this work. Extended 

descriptions of tip sample interactions including elasticity, adhesion, friction, 

magnetic or chemical forces, can be found in extensive recent reviews 

[Xbutt2005X, Xsarid2007X].  

2.4.1 42BVan der Waals and Contact Forces 

Van der Waals forces are short range attractive forces attributed to the dipolar 

interaction between the atoms or molecules of both materials of the tip and the 

surface [Xannett1986X]. They range typically a few nanometers, where the tip can 

reasonably be modelled by a sphere [Xgirard1989X, Xisraelachvili1992X]. The 

plane-sphere interaction potential is given by the expression  
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z

HRWVdW 6
= ,   

where H is the Hamaker constant, R is the tip radius, and z is tip-surface 

distance.  

When the tip is close enough to the surface that the valence electrons of the 

closed shells overlap, a repulsive force due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle 

arises. For tip sample distances smaller that the interatomic distances the 

Lennard-Jones potential [Xlennard-jones1931X] is often used as an approximate 

model describing attractive van der Waals and repulsive contact forces. But 

when elastic interaction and adhesion forces between tip and sample surface 

have to be considered, the interaction force is more accurately described by the 

Derjaguin-Müller-Toporov (DMT) model [Xderjaguin1975X]. This model is a 

widely used approximation for the tip–sample interaction in ambient conditions 

[Xholscher2005X, Xstark2003X, Xgarcia2002X, Xlee2002X]. In this approach, the van der 

Waals forces are added to the well-known Hertz model [Xhertz1882X] and the tip 

sample forces are given by: 
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where zs is the distance of the sample from the tip’s rest position. The parameter 

a0 is the interatomic distance and E* is the effective tip sample stiffness given by  
122
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where Et and Es are the respective elastic moduli and υt and υs the Poisson ratios 

of tip and sample.  
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2.4.2 43BCapillary Forces 

Under ambient conditions capillary condensation of water inevitably occurs 

between two hydrophilic surfaces and the formed liquid meniscus causes an 

attractive capillary force between the two solid surfaces [Xbutt2008 X]. Many 

nanolithography techniques such as local oxidation [Xgarcia1998 X, Xavouris1998X] or 

dip-pen techniques [Xpiner1999X] do rely on the formation of such a meniscus, the 

resulting capillary forces, however, can be significantly disturbing for 

topography imaging. 

Assuming that the contact angles, of the sample and tip materials are the same, 

one obtains the most common formula or standard approximation for the 

capillary forces [Xmcfarlane1950X, Xisraelachvili1992X]: 

θπ cos4 RFc =  

where R is tip radius and θ  contact angle. Under these assumptions the capillary 

force is actually humidity independent. Experimental results, however, show a 

strong dependence on humidity [Xxiao2000X]. Direct observation by 

environmental scanning electron microscopy [Xweeks2005X] revealed that the 

menisci can reach up to 1200 nm in height at high relative humidity levels 

(70%-99%). These values are orders of magnitude larger than predicted by 

theoretical approximations using spherical tip geometries. More accurate 

description of the capillary force in tip-surface interactions [Xpakarinen2005X] 

show that the adhesion from capillary forces might exceed typical van der Waals 

forces already at 25% relative humidity. This shows that the formation of a 

liquid meniscus has to be considered even at quite dry conditions, and that it can 

have important implications in respect of resulting image resolution 

[Xzitzler2002 X]. But as long as the sample withstands the wet environment, 

capillary forces can be eliminated by imaging in liquids [Xweisenhorn1989 X]. 
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2.4.3 44BElectrostatic Forces 

Electrostatic forces, given by the Coulomb law, are long ranging forces which 

can be attractive or repulsive. Since in most cases at least the tip or the sample is 

conductive, an image charge with opposite sign builds up on either side of the 

capacitor. As a consequence the net electrostatic force is usually attractive.  

Coulomb electrostatic interaction energy is given by 

2

2
1 CUWelec = , 

where U is the difference of electric potential, and C the capacitance. The 

resulting force is consequently given by  

2

2
1 U

dz
dCFelec −=  

The capacitance gradient depends on the geometry of sample and tip and is 

therefore difficult to describe exactly. Most generally the tip is modelled by a 

truncated cone that ends in a spherical cap [Xhudlet1998X, Xlaw2002X]. Due to the 

long-range nature of electrostatic forces, not only the tip apex and the cone, but 

even the cantilever, on which the tip is mounted, has to be considered. This 

effect limits the resolution of Kelvin probe force microscopy [Xjacobs1998X] and 

will be discussed in greater detail in section X4.2X.4. 

The behaviour of electrostatic forces is different when operating in an aqueous 

environment. There, most supports used for biological samples (e.g. graphite, Si, 

glass, mica) build up a net surface charge. And since the net surface charge is 

compensated by counter ions from the buffer solution, an electrostatic double-

layer is formed. The exponential decay in the potential resulting from screening 

of surface charges by the double layer is characterized by the Debye length λD. 

The screening of surface charges ‘shortens’ the electrostatic interaction, but 

when the electrical double layers of two approaching surfaces overlap, an 

electrostatic interaction still arises. The magnitude and sign of the surface 

charges depend on the pH and concentrations of the buffer solution. In order to 
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achieve high resolution images it can be necessary to balance out electrostatics 

by adjusting the electrolyte concentrations and pH [Xmuller1999X]. The DLVO 

theory, named after Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek, describes the 

combined effect of the van der Waals attraction and the electrostatic repulsion 

due to the double layer of counterions [Xderjaguin1941X, Xverwey1952 X]. This 

occurs at separations of a few tens of nanometers, where the electrostatic force is 

typically comparable in strength to the van der Waals force [Xbutt1991X]. In 

contrast to the van der Waals attraction, the electrostatic force is repulsive. This 

obviously alters friction [Xmarti1995X] and can result in erroneous height 

information even in contact mode [Xmuller1997X]. Similar effects have to be 

expected in ambient, when a water film is present at the surface. The water film 

or only local formation of liquid menisci can drastically reduce the electric fields 

at the solid-liquid interface [Xgarcia-martin2006X]. 
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2.5 16BTopographic Imaging  

Here we describe the most common feedback modes for topographic 

imaging. XFigure 2.4 X illustrates the tip sample interaction given by a Lennard-

Jones like potential. This idealized model represents the interaction of attractive 

and repulsive forces and serves to describe the force regimes for different 

imaging techniques. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of a Lennard-Jones Potential W(z) as a function 

of distance and its relation to the modes of operation of an AFM. The bars on 

the bottom illustrate the different force regimes for the most common imaging 

modes, contact, non-contact, and intermittent contact mode (tapping).  

The gradient of the potential (dW/dz) equals to the forces interacting with the tip 

F(z). Here negative values represent attractive, and positive values repulsive 
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forces. The transition from non-contact to contact is at the point where the 

potential reaches its minimum and the net forces equal zero.  

The force gradient dF/dz describes the stiffness of the tip sample interaction, by 

comparison to the cantilever spring constant one can determine when the tip will 

snap into contact with the sample. In ambient, attractive capillary forces can 

cause such 'snap-in' to the surface, imaging is therefore mainly performed in an 

overall repulsive force regime.  

2.5.1 45BContact Mode (Constant Force Mode) 

In contact mode the static vertical deflection is used as a feedback signal, and 

the distance controller maintains a constant positive vertical deflection of the 

cantilever. The repulsive tip sample force can directly be extracted by the 

Hook’s law and the deflection. For imaging of soft matter such as biological 

samples, soft cantilevers with very low spring constant (~0.01 N/m) are used, 

and contact mode scanning forces below 1nN can be achieved [Xle1998X]. Contact 

mode is simple in its application, suitable for ultra high vacuum (UHV), ambient 

or liquid operation. But as the tip remains in contact with the sample, lateral 

forces are exerted when scanning over the sample. While imaging, these lateral 

forces can displace material over the entire scan area, resulting in irreparable 

sample damage. In a controlled manner, however, the forces can be used to 

position [Xmamdouh2007X], manipulate [Xrubio-sierra2005X], or dissect 

[Xtsukamoto2006X] small objects.  

Lateral force microscopy (LFM) is a variant of contact mode. While scanning, 

not only the vertical deflection of the cantilever but also the lateral deflection are 

measured [Xmarti1990 X, Xmeyer1990X]. Lateral deflection results from torsion of the 

cantilever, caused by lateral forces exerted on the tip. This method allows 

relative measurement of frictional shear forces and can be used to discriminate 

materials that are on the same height but have different frictional properties. The 

tip can additionally be modified to bear chemical functionality, such that 
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chemical forces interact between the tip and sample [Xnoy1997X]. Such techniques 

fall into the group of chemical force microscopy.  

2.5.2 46BDynamic Modes 

Dynamic modes make use of the mechanical resonances of the sample-

cantilever system, and the cantilever is brought into oscillation. In contrast to 

contact mode, which strictly operates in the repulsive force regime, dynamic 

AFM techniques average surface forces over the distance of the cantilever’s 

oscillation amplitude. During surface imaging, the vibrating cantilever is 

approached to the sample and changes in the oscillation behaviour are monitored. 

The amplitude, phase, or frequency shift of the oscillation are commonly 

observed using lock-in amplifiers or phase locked loop techniques that reject 

low frequency noise. In this section we describe oscillation excitation methods, 

and discuss the very basics of cantilever dynamics using a harmonic oscillator 

model. Furthermore we briefly describe the main dynamic imaging techniques 

based on amplitude and frequency modulation. There are recent reviews that 

exhaustively treat dynamic AFM methods [Xgarcia2002X, Xgiessibl2003X] and the 

related interaction forces [Xduerig2000X, Xmartin2005X].  

2.5.2.1 70BOscillation Excitation Methods 

In most AFM setups the oscillatory motion is excited acoustically via a dither 

piezo in the cantilever holder. In liquids, however, mechanical excitation can 

result in strong mechanical coupling and multiple peaks result when tuning the 

cantilever. Rather than using a piezo, Han et al. [Xhan1996X] attached a magnetic 

particle to the cantilever to drive the cantilever directly by using a field 

generated by a solenoid. This technique is known as MACmodeTM (Veeco, Santa 

Barbara, USA). Another elegant way of magnetic excitation is iDriveTM, 

(Asylum Research, Santa Barbara USA); by driving a small current through the 

legs of a V-shaped cantilever one makes, in the presence of a magnetic field, use 

of the Lorenz force to excite the cantilever. A relatively new and promising 
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method is photo-thermal excitation [Xmarti2002X], where the cantilever is excited 

by modulating the intensity of a laser beam [Xillic2005X]. It has been show that 

particular vibration modes can be excited by focusing the laser beam on regions 

of high curvature of the vibration shape [ Xramos2006 X]. Other alternatives are self 

exciting cantilevers based on quartz-crystal tuning forks 

[Xedwards1997X, Xakiyama2006 X].  

2.5.2.2 71BCantilever Dynamics (Harmonic Oscillator Model) 

The dynamics of a freely oscillating cantilever can be adequately modelled by a 

simple harmonic oscillator with a single degree of freedom. The equation of 

motion for harmonic oscillator can be found in textbooks [Xsarid1991X] and is 

given by 

),(2

2

txFkxx
dt
dcx

dt
dm =++ , 

where m is the effective mass, k the spring constant, c the viscous damping 

coefficient, and x the tip’s deviation from the relaxed position. The external 

forces F(x,t) are composed of the time depending excitation force Fexc and the 

distance dependent tip sample forces Fts.  

)()(),( xFtFtxF
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In absence of tip sample forces (Fts=0) the solution of the equation of motion 

results the resonance frequency given by: 

m
k

=0ω  

and for a periodic excitation force close to the resonance frequency  

)sin(0 tFFexc ω=  

The resulting cantilever oscillation is: 
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where the oscillation amplitude A0 and phase ϕ is given by: 
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Figure 2.5 Amplitude and Phase response of a freely oscillating cantilever 

(continuous line), attractive forces (dash-dot) repulsive forces (dashed line).  

In the case of a weakly perturbed harmonic oscillator, the external force Fts(x), 

or more precisely its force gradient, produces a shift of the resonance curve 

without introducing any shape or size modification, as illustrated in XFigure 2.5 X. 

The resonance frequency decreases when the averaged tip sample forces Fts(x) 

are attractive and it increases when operating in the repulsive force regime.  

The quality factor Q=c/ω describes the damping of the system. The unitless 

value equals to the resonance frequency divided by the half width of the square 

amplitude resonance peak. Practically the quality factor depends strongly on the 

environment. In vacuum its value ranges from 104-108, in air it is reduced to 20-

200 and in liquids typical values are below 10. The high damping in liquids 

causes the effective mass of the cantilever to increase because the cantilever 

drags the surrounding liquid with it [Xgreen2005X], and the drop in resonance 

frequency is significant as well. The response time of an oscillator is 

proportional to the quality factor and given by  

02ω
τ Q

=  
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2.5.2.3 72BAmplitude Modulation  

Figure 2.6 a) Principle of amplitude modulation AFM, the arrow symbolizes the 

topography feedback on the amplitude. b) Experimental Z spectroscopy results 

showing amplitude and phase vs. tip sample separation. The jump from negative 

to positive phase illustrates the transition from the non-contact (attractive 

forces) to the intermittent contact regime (repulsive forces). 

In amplitude modulation (AM) the cantilever is excited at a fixed frequency 

close to its resonance frequency. Any force acting on the cantilever, will lead to 

a decreases of the amplitude. The feedback mechanism maintains a constant 

amplitude (smaller than the free amplitude) by regulating the relative tip-sample 

position during scanning. When small amplitudes (<2 nm) are used it is possible 

to achieve non-contact operation [Xmartin1987X]. In tapping mode, however, the 

cantilever is typically excited to amplitudes of 10 to 100 nm. Such high 

amplitudes and thus high energies of the oscillator prevent snap-in of the 

cantilever and allow stable imaging in ambient when attractive capillary forces 

are present.  

Observing the phase between the driving force and the movement of the 

cantilever is referred to as phase imaging. Phase shifts are mainly due to energy 

dissipation in the tip sample contact [Xcleveland1998 X], and they can give good 

contrast on heterogeneous materials [Xmarcus2002X]. The phase shift can 
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analytically be transformed in energy dissipation maps, from which quantitative 

material properties such as elasticity (stiffness), viscosity, or adhesion can be 

extracted [Xdamato2004X]. In practice, however, it is difficult to separate the 

contributing forces. Unpredictable contamination or changes in tip geometry can 

further prevent from extracting quantitative material properties from the phase 

information. 

Tapping mode is fairly easy to operate experimentally, but the underlying theory 

of tip sample interaction is complex and still subject of research [Xholscher2005X]. 

As the name “tapping mode” suggests, the probing tip is only periodically in 

contact with the specimen which reduces potentially destructive lateral forces 

present in contact mode. But it must be noted that the tip-sample impact force 

can be greater than in typical contact mode AFM. If the system is driven at its 

free resonance frequency, variations in the amplitude setpoint only lead to minor 

variations in the tip sample force, but changing the excitation frequency varies 

the tip-sample interaction forces over a wide range [Xstark2003X]. When the 

excitation is below the eigenfrequency the tip sample forces are mostly repulsive, 

when exciting above the eigenfrequency one more likely operates in the 

attractive regime [Xgarcia2002 X]. This is due to the fact that two stable oscillation 

states with identical amplitude can coexist; one in the net repulsive and the other 

in the net attractive force regime [Xpaulo2002X, Xpatil2005X]. This bi-stability can 

result in a chaotic response [ Xburnham1995X, Xhunt1998X, Xhu2006X, Xjamitzky2006X]. 

The combined participation of attractive and repulsive interactions and the 

grazing impact between tip and sample can result in highly nonlinear dynamics 

[Xlee2002X, Xnony1999X, Xdankovicz2006X]. This generates higher harmonics 

[Xhillenbrand2000X], i.e. oscillations at multiples of the eigenfrequency, the 

effective tip sample interaction forces are therefore by no means trivial to define 

if only one frequency is observed. However, when simultaneous excitation of 

higher eigenmodes is considered, the time course of the tip-sample forces can be 

reconstructed [Xstark2000X, Xmstark2002X]. The theory of multifrequency operation, 
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i.e. when several eigenfrequencies are excited simultaneously, will be discussed 

in chapter X6 X. 

 

2.5.2.4 73BFrequency Modulation 

 
Figure 2.7 a) Principle of frequency modulation AFM, the arrows represent the 

topography feedback on the frequency shift b) typical frequency shift vs. 

distance curve.  

Although non-contact operation can be achieved using amplitude modulation, 

the term non-contact AFM (NC-AFM) usually refers to frequency modulation 

(FM) techniques as first implemented by Albrecht et al. [Xalbrecht1991X]. True 

atomic resolution can be achieved even on non-conductive samples 

[Xgiessibl1995X]. With this achievement the AFM started to outweigh STM, and 

FM-AFM found a rapidly growing community.  

The principle relies on detecting changes in the system’s resonant frequency. 

The frequency is the measurement quantity that can be determined with the 

highest degree of accuracy. As opposed to amplitude detection, the change in 

resonance frequency occurs instantaneously with a change in the tip-sample 

interaction. Hence, long time constants associated with high Q-factors can be 

avoided.  
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In practice the resonance frequency is tracked by phase locked loop techniques 

(PLL), where the shift in resonance frequency is measured on the induced 

variations on the phase as illustrated in XFigure 2.5 X. The PLL consists of a fast 

and low noise controller that maintains a constant phase by varying the 

excitation frequency (See XFigure 2.7 Xa). Frequency modulation can be done at 

constant excitation [Xgotsmann2002X] or constant amplitude, where an additional 

controller is used for automatic gain control (AGC). The amount of excitation 

necessary to keep the amplitude constant (damping) can be interpreted in terms 

of energy dissipation [duerig1997, Xgauthier2002X, Xschirmeisen2005X].  

The interleaved controllers increase the complexity of the control system, but as 

a result we have a simpler interpretation of the signals in terms of tip sample 

forces. For small amplitudes, the frequency shift is a very simple function of the 

tip sample forces, proportional to the tip-sample force gradient 

[Xgiessibl1997X, Xgiessibl1997aX]. For large amplitudes, the frequency shift is given 

by rather complicated equations. But with integration by parts, these 

complicated formulas transform into a simpler expression [ Xsader2004X].  

For non-contact imaging the Z controller maintains a constant negative 

frequency shift which guarantees operation in the attractive forces regime 

(see XFigure 2.7 Xb). But if the tip makes accidental contact with the sample, (i.e. 

when the position resulting in the lowest frequency shift is surpassed) the Z 

control feedback gets instable, and the tip crashes into the sample. This restricts 

non-contact operation to relatively flat samples and small scan areas. Over 

higher topography a very fast mechanical response of the Z-scanner would be 

required for NC-AFM. For this reason, stacked piezo actuators provide much 

better performance than piezoelectric tube scanners. 

Although FM was originally introduced for applications in vacuum where the 

natural Q factors of the cantilever are high, FM techniques can also be applied in 

ambient [Xebeling2006 X] or even liquid environments [Xfukuma2005bX] where true 

molecular [Xfukuma2005X] and later atomic resolution [Xfukuma2005cX] could be 
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achieved. When positive frequency shifts are used as setpoints one can operate 

in an intermittent contact with overall repulsive forces, but without the 

mentioned problems of bi-stability when using amplitude modulation 

[Xsekiguchi2003X]. As proposed by Tamayo et al. [Xtamayo2001X] the distance 

control can use amplitude modulation with an active phase-locked loop, this 

allows better separation of conservative and dissipative tip-sample interaction 

forces [Xholscher2001 X], and similar to phase imaging, the shift of the resonance 

frequency can be used to map compositional variations on inhomogeneous 

surfaces [Xholscher2005X]. The high sensitivity of frequency modulation detection 

is also advantageous in Kelvin probe techniques, and will be discussed in 

chapter X4 X.  
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3 2BElectrostatic Coupling in Dynamic AFM 

3.1 17BElectrostatic Artifacts in AFM  

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) records maps of constant density of 

states, which may differ from the geometric topography. For example, a 

molecule adsorbed on top of a metal surface may reduce the local density of 

states and actually be imaged as a depression [Xjung1995X]. Similarly, electrostatic 

interactions affect AFM topography. However, so far only little research 

addressed this topic for non-contact AFM [Xshiota2001X, Xsadewasser2004X] and 

tapping mode [Xdianoux2003X, Xyan2006X]).  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Tapping mode height image of the edge of a buried gold electrode. 

The effect of electrostatic forces is clearly visible when varying the applied 

voltage on the electrode. Electrostatic forces cause the controller to retract the 

tip, which result in an apparently higher topography of the electrode. (Scan size 

= 36x36 µm2) 
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In most common AFM setups the tip voltage is at ground level for usual 

topography imaging. Therefore, electrostatic forces arise between tip and sample 

when scanning over surfaces with different contact potentials. But electrostatic 

forces can also stem from applied electric potentials or local surface charging 

which can equally result in erroneous data. We used standard tapping mode with 

a grounded tip to image the edge of a buried gold electrode while varying the 

applied voltage (see XFigure 3.1 X). Both positive and negative applied voltages 

cause attractive electrostatic forces and over the electrode area the topography 

reveals significant errors in the height information. It can further be observed 

that the increased tip sample distance leads to difficulties in resolving fine 

surface features. XFigure 3.2 X demonstrates the same effect of topography errors 

on an insulating surface. We modified the electric surface potential by injecting 

excess charges into a fluorocarbon electret film (for process details see 

section X5.3.2 X), and then we acquired topography, phase, and surface potential in 

conventional lift-mode KFM (see chapter X4 X). 

 

Figure 3.2 Electrostatic artifacts on charge patterns written in a flat 

fluorocarbon electret film. Topography a), phase b), and surface potential c) are 

acquired in conventional lift-mode KFM, with the tip held on ground in the 

tapping mode topography scan. Both topography and phase images are highly 

corrupted by electrostatic forces. (Scan size = 30 x 30 µm2, 256 x 256 pixels).  
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Negatively charged areas with a surface potential of -2.3 V show topography 

errors that range up to several nanometers, and the phase images are highly 

corrupted as well. This result shows that phase imaging is very sensitive to local 

surface charging. The effect of electrostatics should therefore be considered in 

all phase related imaging techniques.  

The following section X3.2X focuses on the magnitude of such errors for different 

feedback techniques and setpoints.  

3.2 18BCharacterization of Electrostatic Height Errors 

In order to characterize the magnitude of electrostatic topography errors in 

dynamic AFM, we observed the influence of electrostatic forces for common 

imaging techniques. To this end we performed bias spectroscopy experiments 

with an active distance controller that holds a grounded tip over an ultra flat gold 

electrode [Xhegner1993 X]. We applied different bias voltages to the electrode and 

observed the electrostatically induced height errors on the resulting Z-position. 

Since the tip sample interaction forces play an important role; we tested the 

influence of feedback setpoints. All measurements were taken in air at ambient 

pressure and humidity using a MultiMode AFM (Veeco, St. Barbara USA) 

operated by a Nanonis SPM controller (Nanonis GmbH, Zurich, Switzerland). 

The oscillation amplitude was initially calibrated against the Z-piezo. After 

engaging the tip, we waited for about one minute until piezo creep in the Z-

direction could be neglected. We observed mainly thermal drift, which was 

linearly compensated to minimize positioning errors during the time of the bias 

spectroscopy measurement.  
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3.2.1 47BAmplitude Modulation 

 

Figure 3.3 Electrostatic height for varying tip-sample bias measured in a 

constant amplitude Z-control configuration; both negative and positive tip 

sample biases result in attractive electrostatic forces and thus apparently higher 

topography. a) Exciting the cantilever slightly below the first flexural 

eigenfrequency results in an intermittent contact operation and the electrostatic 

forces need to exceed the tip sample interaction forces before the tip lifts away 

from the sample. b) In non-contact operation, when the cantilever is excited 

above its first flexural eigenfrequency, electrostatic errors are observable 

already at small tip sample bias and are about ten times larger than in 

intermittent contact configuration. The free amplitude was 20 nm for both 

configurations and the amplitude setpoint varied from 18 nm to 2 nm (stepwise 

decrease by 2 nm). [Xziegler2007X] 

 

In amplitude modulation the cantilever is excited close to its first 

eigenfrequency, and the Z-controller maintains constant amplitude at a setpoint 

below the free oscillation amplitude. Gold coated silicon cantilevers (NSC11 A, 

Micromasch, Tallinn) with a nominal resonance frequency (ω0) of 60 kHz and a 

stiffness of 3 N/m were mechanically excited to a free amplitude of 20 nm. Bias 

spectroscopy experiments were performed over the entire range of possible 

amplitude setpoints. First the excitation frequency was set slightly below and 
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then slightly above the first flexural eigenfrequency of the cantilever (see XFigure 

3.3 X).  

In both cases positive and negative tip sample potential differences lead to an 

apparent height. The reason for this phenomenon is that any non-zero potential 

difference induces an attractive electrostatic force that reduces the oscillation 

amplitude below the setpoint. The topography feedback increases the average 

tip-sample distance, to counteract until the amplitude setpoint is reached again. 

Higher amplitude setpoints lead to weaker tip sample interaction forces hence 

the topography is subject to larger electrostatic errors.  

In a typical tapping operation, with an excitation frequency 100 Hz below the 

first flexural eigenfrequency (see XFigure 3.3 Xa), the tip is in an intermittent 

contact with the sample. The electrostatic forces need to exceed the repulsive tip 

sample interaction forces before the transition from the intermittent to the non-

contact regime occurs at about ±3 V.  

When the cantilever is excited above its resonance frequency (XFigure 3.3 Xb), one 

operates in the attractive force regime. Obviously this configuration is more 

sensitive to attractive electrostatic forces, and height errors already occur at 

small bias. As described above, different amplitude setpoints lead to variations 

in tip sample interaction forces and thus also influence the electrostatic errors. 

The excitation frequency influences the electrostatic errors to a large extent. 

This result confirms that the tip sample interaction can be varied from net 

attractive to repulsive simply by adjusting the driving frequency 

[Xstark2003X, Xgarcia2002X]. 
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3.2.2 48BFrequency Modulation (Non-Contact)  

 

Figure 3.4 a) Frequency shift vs. tip sample distance measurements illustrate 

the long range character of electrostatic forces.  b) Electrostatic height for 

varying tip-sample bias measured using frequency modulation Z-control; both 

negative and positive tip sample biases result in tip lifts and thus higher 

apparent topography.  

In non-contact AFM using frequency modulation a negative frequency shift is 

used as feedback signal. We used highly doped silicon cantilevers, (Nanosensors 

PPP-NCH-W, Nanoworld AG, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) with a nominal 

resonance frequency (ω0) of 300 kHz and a stiffness of 30 N/m. The cantilevers 

were purely mechanically excited to a free amplitude of 20 nm. XFigure 3.4 X a) 

shows recorded frequency shift vs. distance curves for different bias voltages 

applied to the electrode (varied in steps of 0.5 V). We used a feedback on a 

positive frequency shift of +800 Hz to define the initial Z position as starting 

reference point for every approach retract curve. The result nicely illustrates the 

long ranging nature of electrostatic forces and helps to understand the high 

electrostatic height errors when topographic feedback is set on a constant 

frequency shift shown in XFigure 3.4 Xb. For setpoints ranging from -50 to -350 Hz, 

the errors reach several hundred nanometers for tip sample potential differences 

of 10 V. These values are similar for the non-contact operation using AM. The 

minimal electrostatic errors were reached at +1 V, this offset is explained by 

work function differences between the n+ doped cantilever and the gold surface.  
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3.3 19BConclusion 

The results presented in this chapter show that the distance controller tries to 

compensate additional electrostatic forces by retracting the tip from the surface. 

This results in an apparently higher topography for both positive and negative 

tip sample bias. Softer tip sample interactions give higher electrostatic errors, 

and our results shows that we can get a good estimate of the tip sample 

interaction forces by bias spectroscopy experiments.  

Obviously, non-contact operation in the regime of attractive van der Waals 

forces is most susceptible to attractive electrostatic forces. At large tip-sample 

potential differences of several volts the feedback may even entirely loose track 

of the surface. Besides the errors in height, the phase images equally display 

severe artifacts from electrostatics, and quantitative interpretation of phase 

measurements in terms of mechanical material properties is impossible when 

electrostatic forces are present. We conclude that there is an absolute necessity 

for new control strategies to minimize the electrostatic interaction by equalizing 

the tip potential and the local surface potential. In chapter X4 X we describe Kelvin 

probe techniques to quantify electric potentials, and in chapters X0 X and X7 X we show 

KFM techniques that suppress electrostatic forces by equalizing the tip potential 

and the local surface potential to achieve accurate height information over large 

surface potential distributions.  
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4 3BTechniques to Quantify Local Electric 

Potentials 

When using conductive tips, the AFM become a tool to measure electric effects 

at the nanometer scale. The tip acts as reference capacitor plate, and one can 

detect localized electrostatic forces, or in contact with the sample the tip can be 

used to measure electric currents. Many different techniques have evolved to 

measure electric properties of the sample. In this chapter we give an overview of 

the most common ones, but we mainly focus on Kelvin probe force microscopy, 

which yields a quantitative measurement of the electric potential.  

4.1 20BOverview of Conductive AFM Techniques 

4.1.1 49BScanning Conductive AFM  

Scanning conductive AFM (C-AFM or SCM) maps the topography and 

monitors the current flowing between tip and sample. The setup is very similar 

to an STM, but whilst STM uses tunnelling currents for topography feedback, 

here the tip is scanned in contact mode. The current reveals information about 

the conductivity of the sample, and allows for a wide variety of material 

characterization applications, including localization of defects in integrated 

circuits [Xbailon2006X], or characterization of conductivities of new materials such 

as carbon nanotubes [Xstadermann2003X]. In an aqueous environment, similar 

techniques are complied in scanning electrochemical microscopy. To study 

localized processes insulated cantilever are used [Xakiyama2004X, Xgullo2006X]. On 

such probes only the tip’s apex is conductive. This prevents interaction of the 
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cantilever with the buffer solution, and enables very local electrochemistry 

experiments such as cyclic voltammetry [Xwittstock2007X]. Such tips furthermore 

play an important role to investigate electric currents such as ion transport across 

membranes [Xfrederix2005X]. An interesting variant is scanning ion-conductance 

microscopy [Xhansma1989X, Xshevchuk2008 X], where in the electrolyte the current 

through the gap between a glass pipette and the sample is measured. Lowering 

the pipette towards the sample pinches the channel and the resulting decrease in 

ionic current is used for topographic feedback. 

4.1.2 50BScanning Gate Microscopy  

In scanning gate microscopy the tip acts as gate, while the conductivity of the 

sample is observed. To this end, the sample has contact pads which connect it to 

a voltage source and a current meter. Usually the tip is not excited and kept at a 

fixed height above the sample where it acts as a local gate. When the tip is 

biased it locally modifies the transport carrier density on a semi-conducting 

sample, like the gate in field effect transistors. As the tip is scanned across the 

sample to gate different locations, one measures the sample's electrical 

conductance as a function of tip position and tip potential, or maps the I-V 

characteristics of the sample under test [ Xstaii2005X]. 

4.1.3 51BScanning Probe Potentiometry 

Scanning probe potentiometry (also Atomic Force Potentiometry, AFM 

Potentiometry, Nanopotentiometry, or Scanning Voltage Microscopy) was 

invented by Weaver et al. [Xweaver1991X]. In this technique a conductive 

cantilever is connected to a high impedance voltage follower, which measures 

the electric potential sensed by the conductive probe tip. The technique is 

limited to conductive materials, and due to the presence of a water film in 

ambient, it is mainly performed in UHV [ Xnakamura2003X]. Potentiometry is 

generally non-destructive, but damage may occur to the sample or the probe 
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because of relatively strong contact modes forces required for maintaining a 

good electrical contact.   

4.1.4 52BElectrostatic Force Microscopy  

Martin et al. [Xmartin1988X] were the first to measure electrostatic forces using an 

atomic force microscope. Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) techniques 

cover a wide domain of measurements dealing with electrostatic forces. Usually 

EFM is performed in non-contact, where only far ranging electrostatic forces are 

present. EFM maps electrostatic forces resulting from a potential offset between 

the tip and the surface. To this end, an alternating voltage Uac is applied to the 

cantilever, and the phase between the cantilever oscillation and electrical 

excitation is observed. The method is sensitive to force gradients and allows 

observing single charge carriers [Xschonenberger1990X], but it does not yield 

quantitative measurement of the electric surface potential. If the correct tip-

sample capacitance is known, quantitative data can be extracted 

[Xrousier2001X, Xlei2004 X, Xcolchero2001X, Xgil2003X], however, due to the complexity 

of the system dynamics and the lack of exact knowledge of the tip shape, this is 

often not easy to achieve.  

4.2 21BKelvin Probe Force Microscopy 

4.2.1 53BIntroduction 

Kelvin probe force microscopy (KFM, sometimes KPFM or KPM) is a further 

development of EFM, which gives the contact potential difference between tip 

and sample. If the work function of the tip is known the electric potential of the 

sample can be studied. Since the electric potential is an important property of a 

surface that affects many chemical and physical surface phenomena, the KFM 

found applications in various fields. Initially KFM was mainly used for dopant 
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profiling in semiconductors [Xabraham1991X, Xhenning1995X], P-N-heterojunctions 

[Xweaver1991X], or operating light-emitting devices 

[Xshikler1999X, Xshikler1999aX, Xrobin2000X]. Later KFM was also applied to image 

trapped surface charges in insulators 

[Xjacobs1999aX, Xmesquida2002X, Xlubarsky2002X]. More recently KFM also found 

applications in corrosion science [Xwang2005X, Xrohwerder2007X], tribology 

[Xbhushan2000X] or biology, where the activity of bacteriorhodopsin (a light-

driven proton pumping protein) [Xknapp2002X] or the orientation of organic thin 

films  [Xfujihira1999X, Xhu1995X, Xpalermo2006X] is studied. Extensive discussion of 

various KFM approaches and applications can be found in recent reviews 

[Xcolchero2001X, Xpalermo2006X, Xrosenwaks2007X, Xglatzel2007X, Xsorokinka2004X]. 
 

4.2.2 54BThe Principle of Kelvin Probe 

The term Kelvin probe force microscopy relates to macroscopic Kelvin probe 

techniques, which were invented by William Thomson, known as Lord Kelvin. 

He experimentally measured in 1898, prior to the discovery of the electron, the 

charge transfer upon electrical contact between two large, flat, polished discs of 

zinc and copper [Xkelvin1898X]. By nullifying the field between the two plates he 

measured their contact potential difference, a quantity which was first described 

by Alessandro Volta at the beginning of the 19th century. The contact potential 

difference results from differences in the materials work function, which is in its 

simplest definition the minimal energy needed to remove an electron from the 

electronic ground state, i.e. the difference in energy between an electron in the 

vacuum state and an electron at the Fermi energy of the metal. In 

semiconductors or insulators, it can be regarded as the difference in energy 

between the vacuum level and the most loosely bound electrons inside the solid.  
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Figure 4.1 Schematic view of two materials with different work function. a) the 

materials are not connected and have the same vacuum energy Wvac. In b) the 

materials are electrically connected and the Fermi energy levels Wf are 

equalized, this results in a contact potential difference (ΔΦ ). c) in Kelvin probe 

this contact potential difference is compensated by applying a bias UDC =  ΔΦ. 

[jacobs1999b]. 

XFigure 4.1 X illustrates the concept of work function in Kelvin probe. When two 

plates of a capacitor composed of different materials are electrically wired 

together, electrons will flow from the material with the lower work function to 

the one with the higher work function, generating opposite charges on the 

capacitor plates and a contact potential difference UCPD is built up between the 

two materials. In macroscopic Kelvin probe techniques a reference electrode 

(the probe) is brought close to the sample under test, leaving only a very thin 

gap in between the two materials. The distance d is modulated with a periodic 

oscillation at the frequency ω. This modulation leads to a current given by 

)cos()()( tCUtI DC ωΔΔΦ−=  

where ΔC is the variation of the capacitance caused by the oscillations. To 

determine the contact potential the bias UDC is adjusted until the current vanishes, 

this is the case when UDC = ΔΦ. Therefore, if the work function of the reference 

electrode is known, the surface potential of the material under study can be 

observed. This method has a high accuracy in the potential (<0.1 mV), but it is 

very limited in the lateral resolution due to the electrode size. With miniaturized 

electrodes the highest reported lateral resolution is 40 μm [Xbaumgaertner1987X]. 
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4.2.3 55BKelvin Probe Force Microscopy Methods 

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of lift-mode KFM, a two pass technique, 

where the topography a) and surface potential b) measurements are alternated. 

After recording the topography in tapping mode, the recorded topographic data 

is retraced at a constant lift height for measuring the surface potential.  

The term Kelvin probe force microscopy was introduced by Nonnenmacher et al. 

who first adapted the macroscopic Kelvin probe technique for the AFM 

[Xnonnenmacher1991 X]. Due to the miniaturized shape of the AFM tip a much 

higher lateral resolution (<50 nm) can be achieved [Xjacobs1997X]. In order to 

distinguish electrostatic from van der Waals forces a bias modulation UAC is 

applied between sample and tip and electrostatic forces are measured instead of 

currents. The resulting forces are nullified by a Kelvin feedback that applies the 

bias UDC. Commonly the bias Ubias = UDC + UACsin(ωt) is applied to the tip while 

the sample lies on ground, but the reverse is also possible and can be even 

desirable.  

Most KFM techniques operate in non-contact, in UHV this is easily achievable 

and the KFM operation can be done simultaneously with the topography. 

Usually frequency modulation distance control is performed on the first 

eigenmode [Xalbrecht1991X], whilst the frequency of the bias modulation UAC is 

matched to higher eigenfrequencies of the cantilever 

[Xkikukawa1995X, Xsadewasser2004X]. In ambient or over high topography 

variations, however, where non-contact distance control is hardly achievable, a 
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non-contact configuration is created by using a lift-mode technique as illustrated 

in XFigure 4.2 X. Lift mode is a two-pass technique where the surface topography is 

first acquired in tapping mode, then the tip is retracted from the surface, where it 

follows the previously recorded topography profile at a constant distance above 

the sample. KFM is performed in this second scan and the 

Ubias = UDC + UACsin(ωt) applied between tip and sample. The resulting 

electrostatic forces can be derived from the energy of a capacitor  

2

2
1 CUW =  

where C is the local capacitance between the tip and the sample, and U is the 

potential difference between tip and sample. U includes the applied bias and the 

contact potential difference ΔΦ. The force is the rate of change of the energy 

with respect to the tip sample separation z, 
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Where the resulting force Fel has spectral components at DC and at the 

frequencies ω and 2ω, which can be isolated and analyzed separately  
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In all KFM variants the force component at the excitation frequency (Fω) is 

nullified by adjusting the bias voltage UDC to ΔΦ  and if the work function of the 

tip is known, the local work function on the sample can be observed.  
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Both amplitude modulation (AM-KFM) or frequency modulation techniques 

(FM-KFM) can be applied for the detection of the electrostatic force. In 

AM-KFM the frequency of the Kelvin modulation UAC is usually matched to an 

eigenfrequency of the cantilever, and the Kelvin controller maintains zero 

oscillation amplitude by adjusting UDC. Practically this is achieved by 

demodulating the deflection signal with a lock-in amplifier and using a Kelvin 

feedback, typically a proportional-integral controller, to nullify either X or Y 

output. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Principle of FM-KFM, the experimental data shows the parabola like 

behaviour of the frequency shift vs. tip sample bias. The Kelvin controller 

minimizes the amplitude of the frequency shift, which is smallest when UDC 

equals the contact potential difference UCPD = ΔΦ .  

FM-KFM was first proposed by Kitamura et al. [Xkitamura1998 X]. The principle 

of frequency modulation detection is illustrated in XFigure 4.3 X. In contrast to 

AM-KFM, the cantilever is mechanically excited, and the frequency of the 

Kelvin modulation is (limited by the bandwidth of the PLL) usually off-
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resonance. We observe the response of the frequency shift Δω, and thus are 

sensitive to the force gradient, and not to the force itself as in AM  

2
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For the Kelvin feedback the frequency shift is demodulated, and the controller 

adjusts UDC to UCPD where the modulation of the frequency shift is smallest. In 

FM-KFM one has to use higher excitation amplitudes UAC to reach similar noise 

levels to AM [ Xglatzel2003X, Xzerweck2005X, Xgirard2001 X].  

4.2.4 56BThe Lateral Resolution of KFM 

AM-Kelvin probe measurements relate to the measurement of electrostatic 

forces. Because of their relatively long range not only the tip apex but also the 

cone and cantilever can contribute to the KFM signal. Analytical 

[Xcolchero2001X, Xhudlet1998X, Xlaw2002X] as well as numerical 

[Xbelaidi1998X, Xjacobs1998X] approaches to the contributing forces can be found. If 

the point spread function of the measuring tip is known, the actual surface 

potential can be restored by deconvolution with the Kelvin probe data 

[Xstrassburg2005X].  

Since the force gradient decays faster than the force, FM-KFM techniques are 

less influenced by effects from the cone and the cantilever [Xglatzel2003X]. This is 

demonstrated in XFigure 4.4 X, where we observed the surface potential on a pattern 

of charge dots using lift-mode AM-KFM and FM-KFM with a non-contact 

distance control.  

Not only the tip’s geometry but also the topography of the sample influences the 

capacitance gradient. When the surface under measurement has an abrupt 

change in shape, the KFM image tends to include false information. The 2ω 

component of the force (F2ω) only depends on the capacitance gradient and UAC. 

This information is used in scanning capacitance microscopy which focuses on 

measuring the capacitance gradient and can provide information on local 
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dielectric properties [ Xbugg1988 X, Xwilliams1989X]. But interestingly, F2ω can also 

be used to suppress geometric artefact in surface potential measurements. To 

this end, the relation Fω/F2ω, which is independent of the capacitance gradient, is 

used for Kelvin feedback [ Xlee2006X].  

 

Figure 4.4 Comparison of the lateral resolution of a) AM-KFM in lift-mode and 

b) non-contact FM-KFM in a single scan. The Kelvin probe data shows a grid of 

charged dots (spacing = 200 nm) written onto a PMMA 

(Polymethylmethacrylate) thin film. FM techniques are sensitive to force 

gradients and presents less lateral averaging due to contributions from the tip’s 

cone or the cantilever. 

The lateral resolution of KFM could possibly be improved if the electric fields 

that originate from cone and cantilever are shielded, and the electrical 

interaction is confinement to the tip apex. In the appendix A.2 we describe a 

simple technique to fabricate such cantilevers. For a further increase in the 

lateral resolution, carbon nanotubes can be attached to AFM tips 
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[Xnguyen2001X, Xdietzel2005X]. Such tips have been used for Kelvin probe force 

microscopy [Xtakahashi2001X], and are in the meantime already batch fabricated 

[Xtakagahara2008X] and commercially available.  

4.2.5 57BQuantitative Surface Potential  

Since KFM only allows one to measure contact potential differences, the 

absolute work function of the tip must be known. This can be achieved by 

measuring the contact potential difference on a well characterized material, e.g. 

HOPG. The interpretation of KFM data is, especially in ambient, not 

straightforward. Kelvin probe is extremely sensitive to changes in the top-most 

atomic layers, and under ambient conditions the measurements are significantly 

affected by contamination, oxide-layers, or trapped surface charges [Xjacobs1999X]. 

Potential shielding in the presence of a water film [Xsugimura2002 X] can result in a 

drastic reduction of the electrical potentials [Xgarcia-martin2006 X]. Removal of the 

water layer by heating has shown to drastically improve the reliability of surface 

potential measurements [Xono2001X].  

Astonishingly, there are also significant influences of experimental parameters 

such as the amplitude of UAC [zerweck2008, wu2006] or the tip sample distance 

[Xliscio2008 X]. This fact makes it difficult to separate experimental artifacts from 

electrical properties of the studied object. Another often neglected source of 

error is capacitive coupling from the excitation signal UAC to the dither piezo. 

This effect mainly occurs in ambient AM-KFM techniques, where due to the 

damping in air, high electrical excitation UAC is applied and the KFM 

modulation frequency is matched to an eigenfrequency. In case of capacitive 

coupling the oscillation does not reach zero amplitude when the electrostatic 

forces vanish, but when the small oscillation induced by the coupling is 

cancelled by the electrostatic forces. This effect obviously results in false 

contact potential measurements. The problem can be avoided by active crosstalk 
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compensation [Xdiesinger2008X] or by an appropriate shielding of all the 

connections to piezo and cantilever holder.  
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5 4BCompensation of Electrostatic Forces 

using Lift Mode KFM  

Electrostatic forces arise when tip and sample are at different electrostatic 

potentials. This situation typically occurs when a grounded tip is scanned over a 

heterogeneous sample with differences in local work function or areas of local 

surface charging. Electrostatic forces can, as discussed in chapter 3, lead to 

severe artifacts in topography and phase measurements. In this chapter we 

present a technique for lift-mode KFM to compensate electrostatic forces. Parts 

of this chapter have been published in Review of Scientific Instruments 

[Xziegler2008X]. 

5.1 22BPrinciple of Operation 

In lift-mode KFM the measurement of topography and surface potential are 

alternated. After recording one scan line of topography in tapping mode, the 

recorded topographic data is retraced in order to perform AM-KFM at a constant 

lift height from the sample. Based on the observation that the surface potential 

does not significantly vary between two consecutive scan lines, the 

compensation of electrostatic forces can be implemented using a feed-forward 

technique similar to the topography replay in lift-mode. To this end we 

memorize the measured surface potential and subsequently replay it to the tip in 

the following topography scan line. XFigure 5.1 X schematically shows the setup 

and operation principle of a typical lift-mode KFM, to which the surface 

potential feed-forward is added (shown in bold).  
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Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the surface potential feed-forward 

method. The surface potential is acquired in lift-mode KFM, a two pass 

technique, where the topography a) and surface potential b) measurements are 

alternated. After recording the topography in tapping mode, the recorded 

topographic data is retraced at a constant lift height for measuring the surface 

potential. To cancel tip sample potential differences and thus eliminating 

electrostatic forces between tip and sample, we memorize the measured surface 

potential and subsequently replay it to the tip during the following topography 

scan line a). 

5.2 23BExperimental Setup 

The feed-forward technique is implemented on a MFP-3D microscope (Asylum 

Research, St.  Barbara, USA). The UDC signal from the lift-mode KFM scan is 

continuously fed into a time delay whose delay time is matched to the exact time 

per scan line. As a result the delayed signal can directly be applied to the tip 

during the next topography scan line. All the results presented in this thesis were 

obtained with a home built delay (Labview 7.1, National Instruments) and slight 

modifications in the manufactures software (Crosspoint Panel, Asylum Research, 

St. Barbara, USA) to achieve the necessary switching of the signal pathways 
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between lift-mode and the topography scan lines. In the meantime we have 

implemented a hardware version of the delay electronics. (A detailed described 

is given in the appendix A1). The device is inserted in the signal pathway from 

the microscope controller to the tip, and with the help of the line sync signal, it 

switches the signal pathways synchronized to the scan speed. While UAC+UDC 

are applied during the lift-mode Kelvin probe scan, the delayed UDC signal (the 

surface potential of the previous scan line) is applied to the tip during the 

topography scan.  

5.3 24BResults 

5.3.1 58BMicroelectrodes 

A first experiment consisted of probing the height of biased microfabricated 

gold electrodes, by varying the applied voltage to the electrodes during the scan. 

We used highly n-doped Si-cantilevers with an electrical resistivity of 

ρ<0.02 Ωcm (Nanosensors PPP-NCH-W, Nanoworld AG, Neuchâtel, 

Switzerland). UAC was between 2 and 3 V and the lift height was set to 20-

200 nm. The first scan was done in conventional tapping mode, with the tip 

voltage set to ground (XFigure 5.2 Xa), while in the second experiment the feed-

forward was turned on (XFigure 5.2 Xb). The applied voltage to the electrodes was 

identical for both experiments; it was varied in steps of 1.5 V from -1.5 V to 

+4.5 V as indicated in XFigure 5.2 X. Electrostatically induced height errors range 

up to tens of nanometers in the uncompensated measurement (XFigure 5.2 Xa), but 

they entirely disappear when the feed-forward is applied (XFigure 5.2Xb). A correct 

thickness of the gold electrodes is measured independent of the applied 

voltage. XFigure 5.2 X c) and d) show the measured surface potentials, which are 

identical for both experiments.  
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Figure 5.2 Tapping mode AFM measurements of biased microfabricated gold 

electrodes on silicon nitride. During the scan, voltages between -1.5 V and +4.5 

V are applied to electrodes (as indicated). In conventional tapping mode a) 

electrostatic height errors reach up to tens of nanometers as clearly visible in 

the height profile. With an active feed-forward of the surface potential b) height 

errors disappear, and the measured thickness of the gold wires is independent of 

the applied voltage. The corresponding surface potential images c) and d) show 

the same bias voltage for both scans. (Scan size is 35 x 35 µm2, 256 x 256 

pixels) 
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5.3.2 59BCharge Pattern 

 

Figure 5.3 Topography a), phase b), and surface potential c) of negative surface 

charges written into a PTFE layer are imaged with and without feed-forward 

compensation (FFW on/off as indicated). Electrostatic artifacts vanish in 

topography and are significantly reduced in the phase image as soon as the 

feed-forward compensation is turned on. As expected, no difference is noticeable 

in the recorded surface potential. (Scan size =17 x 17 µm2, 256 x 256 pixels) 

As already seen in XFigure 3.2 X and XFigure 4.4 X, the electric surface potential of an 

insulator can be modified by using AFM based charge writing techniques 

[Xstern1988X, Xjacobs1998X, Xjacobs1999aX]. To inject charges, short voltage pulses 

are applied between the conducting AFM tip and an insulating material that acts 

as electret. We used a silicon substrate covered with a 300 nm thick PTFE 

(polytetrafluoroethylene) film, which was deposited by plasma enhanced 

chemical vapour deposition (PE-CVD) using perfluorocyclobutane (C4F8) as 

precursor gas. A custom-built pulse generator was used to apply voltage pulses 

to either sample mount or the tip. Negative charges are injected into the surface, 

when positive pulses are applied to the sample and the tip is held on ground. The 

connections to tip and sample are simply inverted for positive charge writing.  

The lithography mode of the MFP-3D (MicroangeloTM, Asylum Research, 

St. Barbara, USA) was used to guide the tip along a pre-programmed path. For 

charge writing, the pulse height and length were +50 V and 2 ms, respectively, 
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the tip speed was 2 µm/s and the amplitude setpoint 50% of the free amplitude. 

Charge writing with these parameters results in local surface potentials of about 

-2 V with respect to the untreated areas. 

The effect of the potential feed-forward method on tapping mode measurements 

over such patterns of local charges is illustrated in XFigure 5.3 X. The scan direction 

was from top down and in the middle of the scan the feed-forward was turned on 

as indicated (FFW on/off). With the active compensation of electrostatic forces 

the artifacts in topography entirely disappear, and a typical PTFE roughness 

(0.3 nm RMS) is measured ( XFigure 5.3Xa). A remaining weak phase contrast can 

still be observed ( XFigure 5.3 Xb) possibly be due to surface modification, such as 

chemical adsorption, leading to different dissipation. But more probably it is due 

remaining small local tip sample potential differences resulting from the spatial 

averaging of the KFM measurement as discussed in section X4.2.4 X. As expected 

the compensation has no noticeable effect in the recorded surface potential 

( XFigure 5.3 Xc).  

5.3.3 60BCharge Stability  

We also studied tip-induced surface charge modifications. Using the previously 

described charge writing technique we injected charges into the PTFE film, and 

continuously imaged the sample in conventional (=uncompensated) lift-mode 

KFM for eight consecutive scans (8.5 min/scan) starting immediately after 

charge writing. XFigure 5.4 Xa shows eight surface potential profiles recorded over 

a charged line using a grounded tip. XFigure 5.4 Xb shows the same profiles 

recorded by using the surface potential feed-forward technique. For a more 

precise analysis of the discharging effect we subtracted the average background 

value from all 256 x 256 pixel images of the charge pattern, and aligned them 

with the first image to compensate for sample drift. On the difference between 

initial and discharged images we used histogram analysis to extract the value of 

discharging.  
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Figure 5.4 Surface potential decay measurements. Immediately after charge 

writing, the surface potential was recorded for eight consecutive scans. The 

decay of charges is shown for surface potential profiles recorded over a charged 

line with a grounded tip a) and with active feed-forward compensation b). When 

conventional tapping mode is used the surface potential remaining after eight 

scans is only 19% of the initial surface potential c). With active feed-forward 

compensation, the surface potential retained 64% of the initial value. 

Considering the natural discharging this corresponds to a relative discharging 

of 16% with and 76% without surface potential feed-forward. (See right y-axis) 

The relative discharging is shown in XFigure 5.4 Xc. When using conventional 

tapping mode, only 19% of the initial surface potential remained after eight 

scans. With the feed-forward compensation, however, the surface potential 

retains 64% of the initial value. In order to interpret this result one also needs to 

characterize natural discharging, which critically depends on the humidity, the 
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electret material, and the substrate conductivity [ Xmesquida2002X]. To this end we 

performed charge writing with the previously described parameters. We 

measured the initial surface potential with the feed-forward method, waited 1 h 

(which was the time needed to perform the eight full scans in the previous 

experiment) without scanning the surface, and then rescanned the charge pattern 

to measure the remaining surface charge. We observed a reduction of the surface 

potential to 77% of the initial value, which is a typical value for natural charge 

decay in ambient conditions in fluorocarbon electrets [Xmesquida2001 X]. This 

natural discharging is mainly caused by adsorption of counter ions from the 

surrounding medium, small but non-zero electrical conductivity of the electret 

material or diffusion of charge carriers [Xjacobs1998X, Xsessler1980X]. Considering 

this natural discharging we see that the scan induced decay of the potential is 

reduced to 16% with the feed-forward technique compared to 76% observed in 

conventional tapping mode (see right y-axis in XFigure 5.4 Xc). 

All experiments were done on the same PTFE sample under the same conditions 

at a relative humidity of 30% and a temperature of 27 °C, therefore we conclude 

that the observed discharging in conventional tapping mode is mainly due to 

charge transfer between sample and tip. Such scan-induced discharging is 

remarkably reduced when the tip bias follows the measured surface potential. 

However, the remaining surface potential was lower than the value obtained for 

natural decay when then sample was not scanned. We assume that this 

discharging is due to small uncompensated differences between local tip and 

sample potential resulting from the weighted averaging in KFM measurements, 

as discussed in section 4.2.4. 
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5.4 25BConclusion 

We have presented a surface potential feed-forward technique for two-pass lift-

mode KFM. The method improves the accuracy of AFM measurements by 

minimizing electrostatic tip sample forces, allowing correct height 

measurements independent of the local surface potential and reduction of 

surface charge modification by charge transfer from tip to sample. Compared to 

conventional lift-mode KFM, we observed a more stable KFM feedback. This 

positive effect can be explained by the fact that the DC tip voltage is always 

kept at the surface potential during both topography and KFM operation. As a 

result there are only small voltage peaks when the Kelvin feedback is turned on, 

and consequently smaller gains can be used and less overshooting occurs. An 

advantage over single scan KFM techniques (discussed in chapter 7) is that no 

electrical Kelvin probe excitation voltage UAC is applied during the topography 

scan. Thanks to the lift-mode and the related sequential scanning there is no or 

only little cross-talk between topography and surface potential measurements 

and a single lock-in amplifier can be used for both measurements. The presented 

technique is easy to implement in existing lift-mode KFM systems, and it can be 

used with any feedback configuration for the distance control. Therefore, it can 

be applied to many AFM methods, including lateral force or friction microscopy, 

where the creation of surface charges and their influence on friction 

measurements is a known problem [Xmarti1995X, Xgil2003X]. Phase imaging is 

mostly used to map compositional contrast, by means of different local energy 

dissipation on the surface. Relating phase measurements to material properties 

becomes much more reliable, when electrostatic forces are compensated by the 

presented technique.  
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6 5BMultifrequency AFM 

The harmonic oscillator model (as introduced in section X2.5.2 X) describes the 

cantilever as a point mass oscillating at a single frequency. But in reality the 

cantilever is an extended body which has different modes of vibration. By 

multifrequency AFM we refer to techniques that simultaneously excite several 

cantilever eigenmodes. This chapter can be seen as an introduction to 

multifrequency operation which is used in the KFM method presented in chapter 

7. In section 6.1 we first give an introduction to existing multifrequency 

techniques, section 6.2 describes the cantilever eigenmodes, in section 6.3 we 

describe the experimental multifrequency system used in this work, and finally 

in section 6.4 we show experimental results of multifrequency spectroscopy. 

6.1 26BIntroduction  

In multifrequency AFM several eigenmodes are excited simultaneously and 

separate lock-in amplifiers are used to observe the cantilever motion at the 

corresponding eigenfrequencies. Today multifrequency AFM is most commonly 

applied in Kelvin probe techniques as discussed in chapter 5. Usually non-

contact distance control is performed on the first eigenmode, whilst the 

frequency of the bias modulation UAC is matched to higher eigenfrequencies of 

the cantilever [Xkikukawa1995 X] in order to enhance the sensitivity of the 

amplitude detection.  

Higher eigenmodes have been shown to give a higher sensitivity to surface force 

gradients [Xhoummady1998X], and with certain limitations they can be used for 

tapping or phase imaging [Xstark1999X]. However, more often the first eigenmode 
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is used for the topography feedback, and the amplitude and phase of higher 

eigenmodes are recorded [ Xproksch2006X]. In the non-contact regime the phase of 

the second eigenmode has been shown to depend on Hamaker values, and 

compositional mapping of the surface materials could be achieved in parallel 

with surface topography imaging [Xrodriguez2004X]. In the repulsive force regime, 

non-linear dynamics of the tip motion can generate harmonic signals. The 

observation of such harmonics has shown high material contrast 

[Xhillenbrand2000X]. But for most cantilevers resonant frequencies are non-

harmonic, and the harmonic signals are therefore severely attenuated. However, 

when using the torsional motion of T shaped cantilevers, Sahin et al. have been 

able to simultaneously recorded the first 15 harmonic signals from which they 

could reconstruct the distance dependent tip sample forces [Xsahin2007X] (See 

Veeco, HarmonixTM). This powerful technique gives quantitative information 

about the modulus, adhesion, and dissipation. So far this was only possible by 

pulsed force mode techniques [Xmarti1997X] or local point wise force spectroscopy 

measurements. An excited torsional eigenmode can be used for dynamic friction 

measurements while the fundamental mode is used for topographic feedback 

[Xcaron2004 X, Xyurtsever2008X]. 

6.2 27BCantilever Motion  

When the full body of the cantilever is considered, the equation of motion gives 

solutions for higher eigenfrequencies of the system. For freely vibrating 

cantilevers with a homogenous cross section, the eigenfrequencies and the 

associated modal shapes can be found analytically by means of elasticity theory 

[Xbutt1995X, Xsarid1991X, Xrabe1996 X]. A detailed mathematical description is given in 

appendix A.3. From this calculation we can extract the modal shapes and 

theoretical relation of the eigenfrequencies (fn/f1) and dynamic cantilever 
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stiffness (kn/k1) (XFigure 6.1 X). The results can describe the observed higher force 

sensitivity of higher eigenmodes [Xchang2002X, Xsugimoto2007aX], because firstly 

higher eigenmodes have an increased dynamic stiffness and secondly the 

deflection at the end of the cantilever is higher than the fundamental eigenmode 

as a consequence we get a better deflection signal for the same effective tip 

oscillation amplitudes.  

 

 
Figure 6.1 a) Cantilever motion for the first flexural eigenmodes and b) the 

resulting relations of the dynamic spring constants and eigenfrequencies.  

 

For cantilevers with variable cross section, such as the widely used V-shaped 

cantilevers, the theoretical modes become more complex. Analytical formalisms 

do exist for such cantilevers [Xneumeister1994X, Xbanerjee2001 X], but it is more 

convenient to use numerical methods [Xchen1994 X]. We used finite element 

simulations (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg PA, USA) to calculate the eigenmodes of 

rectangular and V-shaped cantilevers. The results for the first nine eigenmodes 

are given in appendix A.4. The simulation clarifies at which frequencies 

torsional or flexural eigenmodes are to be expected, and gives a good 

fundamental understanding of the cantilever’s motion required to interpret the 

n kn/k1 fn/f1 

1 1 1 

2 39.19 6.267 

3 306.2 17.548 

4 1176 34.349 
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observed deflection signals. XFigure 6.2 X shows the thermal response of a 

V-shaped cantilever (NSC11B). We can identify the first three flexural 

eigenmodes, and due to asymmetries of the cantilever or a misalignment of the 

laser the first torsional mode is visible as well. 

 

 
Figure 6.2 Thermal analysis of a V-shaped NSC11B silicon cantilever. The 

vertical deflection signal is shown for a purely thermal excitation. The first three 

flexural eigenmodes are clearly visible, and due to asymmetries of the cantilever 

or a misalignment of the laser the first torsional mode is equally visible in the 

vertical deflection signal. 
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Figure 6.3 Matlab simulation to find the eigenfrequencies for rectangular 

cantilevers with known dimensions. The simulation further calculates the 

frequency shifts of the first ten eigenmodes when a force is applied to the 

cantilever tip and plots the cantilever motion when distinct eigenmodes are 

excited simultaneously.  

In the absence of tip sample forces two eigenmodes can be considered as two 

linearly independent systems, and their oscillations can simply be added. But 

when tip sample forces are present the system gets more complex. When forces 

are applied to the tip, the boundary conditions for the solution of the equation of 

motion change. For tip sample force gradients comparable to the spring constant 

of the cantilever the motion can significantly differ from that of a freely 

oscillating cantilever. XFigure 6.3 X depicts a screen shot of a Matlab user interface 

developed to calculate the eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies of rectangular 

cantilevers with known dimensions in the presence of a constant tip sample 

force gradient as proposed by Rabe et al. [ Xrabe1996X]. Note that when the tip 
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sample forces are much higher that the spring constant, the cantilever starts to 

behave like an oscillator which is pinned on both sides (guitar string).  

 

6.3 28BMultifrequency Experimental Setup 

Nanonis GmbH, an ETH start-up company, offers a Labview based control 

system for scanning probe microscopes. The versatile system allows a vast set of 

operation modes and can operate two independent oscillation controllers for 

simultaneous cantilever excitation and observation at two distinct frequencies. In 

order to use this controller in combination with a Veeco MultiMode microscope, 

we identified all electrical connections from the original NanoscopeIIIa 

hardware, and designed an interface for the Nanonis controller which now 

entirely replaces the original hard and software. The setup is shown in XFigure 

6.4 X. 
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Figure 6.4 Photos of the multifrequency AFM setup. a) Veeco MultiMode 

microscope b) Nanonis SPM Controller with electronic devices such as filters 

and signal generators. c) Block diagram of the signal pathways of the Veeco 

interface (adaptation kit) that connects the Nanonis controller with the 

microscope (image courtesy www.nanonis.com). 
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We achieved simultaneous excitation of two or several cantilever eigenmodes by 

electrically adding the excitation signals, and applying their sum to the dither 

piezo. Note, if one excitation signal is applied to either side of the dither piezo, 

up to two frequencies could be excited without the use of any adder electronics. 

Oscillations of several eigenmodes can be detected with the laser beam 

deflection on a segmented photodiode as implemented in the MultiMode, but the 

signal it is very sensitive to the laser position on the cantilever [Xstark2004X]. Best 

sensitivity for higher-order modes is achieved when the spot is positioned close 

to the base of the cantilever and not close to the tip as might have been expected. 

However, to optimize detection of normal vibration modes it is of advantage to 

position the spot close to the tip [Xschaeffer2005X]. The laser spot size (which we 

estimate to be about 25 µm) might limit the detection of higher eigenmodes. For 

rectangular cantilevers the second eigenfrequency is already more than six times 

higher than the first eigenfrequency, therefore it is rather the bandwidth of the 

deflection detection system that limits the detection of higher eigenmodes. The 

bandwidth of the optical detection in the MultiMode is about 800 kHz, with the 

limiting element being the divider electronics of the photodiode signals. This 

bandwidth obviously limits the choice of cantilevers suitable for multifrequency 

operation to the ones having low oscillation frequencies.  
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Figure 6.5 Time traces of the vertical deflection a) and the resulting phase space 

plots b) for single and multifrequency operation.  

Besides a hardware oscilloscope we also used a high speed data acquisition card 

to monitor the deflection signal (National Instruments, NI PCI-5911, sampling 

rate 100 MS/s). A home built Labview interface was used to observe and record 

time traces of the vertical deflection, the corresponding phase space plots, and 

the spectrum of the deflection signal using fast Fourier transform algorithms. 

In XFigure 6.5 X we show time traces and phase space plots for single and double 

frequency excitation. In phase space plots the tip’s velocity is plotted against its 
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position, providing a good estimation of the tip’s motion. An undisturbed 

harmonic oscillator results in a perfect circle in the phase space plot.  

To process the deflection signal on several lock-in amplifiers, the frequencies 

are best separated using filtering techniques. This allows more accurate 

amplification of the individual signals at the input of the lock-in amplifiers and 

reduces the risk of input saturation. The measured amplitude of the vertical 

deflection highly depends on the position of the reflected light beam on the 

cantilever and the effective oscillation amplitudes need to be calibrated 

independently for each eigenmode. This can be done on the slope of the 

amplitudes in approach retract curves for single excitation of each eigenmode, 

but unfortunately the amplitudes of higher eigenmodes do not necessarily 

decrease linearly with distance (see XFigure 6.6 Xb). Nevertheless it is possible to 

calibrate the amplitude of higher eigenmodes. To this end we excite the first 

eigenmode and go with an active distance control into a repulsive force mode 

(i.e. a low amplitude setpoint for „hard” tapping on the first eigenmode). Then 

we increase the excitation on the second eigenmode and observe the distance 

that the Z-controller retracts. This distance corresponds to the amplitude of the 

excited additional mode. 

6.4 29BMultifrequency Spectroscopy 

When two eigenmodes are excited simultaneously, the tip effectively moves 

over a distance corresponding to the sum of both oscillations. Both eigenmodes 

interact with the forces observed over this distance. The coupling between 

eigenmodes has been investigated by numerical simulation 

[Xstark2004aX, Xstark2004bX, Xvazquez2007X], yet hardly any experimentally data have 

been published [Xlozano2008X, thota2007]. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the results from multi-frequency Z-spectroscopy experiments 

on freshly cleaved graphite using uncoated silicon V-shaped NSC11B 

cantilevers. To this end, we maintained the amplitude of the first eigenmode 

constant and increased the second eigenmode for each approach retract curve. 

We observe that the phase behaviour of the first eigenmode is drastically 

modified by the addition of only small excitations at higher eigenmodes. For 

single oscillation mode imaging, if the phase shift is positive, the imaging mode 

is referred to as “net attractive” or simply “attractive”. If the phase shift is 

negative, the mode is referred to as “repulsive” [Xpaulo2002X]. Simultaneous 

mechanical excitation of a second cantilever eigenmode can shift such phase 

transitions and, to a certain extent, allows one to control the bistability 

[thota2007]. 

In a further experiment we investigated the influence of the amplitude relation 

between the first and second eigenmode, while maintaining a constant total sum 

of the two amplitudes. This time the experiment was conducted on an ultraflat 

gold sample realized by template stripping from mica [hegner1993]. Between 

two measurements the Z-position was defined in standard tapping mode with 

excitation of only the first eigenmode. Then the tip was retracted and the 

amplitudes 1 and 2 were set as indicated in XFigure 6.7 X, and Z-spectroscopy 

experiment was started. The entire process was automated using a Labview 

programming interface for Nanonis.  
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Figure 6.6 Multifrequency Z-spectroscopy. Amplitude and phase of the first a) 

and second eigenmode b) are shown for different tip sample distances. The 

phase behaviour of the first eigenmode is drastically modified by the addition of 

even only small oscillations at the second eigenmodes. 
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Figure 6.7 Multifrequency Z-spectroscopy with constant sum of amplitudes. 

Amplitude and phase of the first a) and second eigenmode b) are shown for 

different tip sample distances. In c) we compare the normalized amplitudes of 

the two eigenmode. With the exception of very small excitations at the second 

eigenmode, the amplitude of the first eigenmode decreases prior to the second 

amplitude. 
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For equal amplitudes the amplitude at the second eigenmode only starts to 

decrease when the oscillation of the first already entirely vanished. However, 

when the second eigenmode is only excited to relatively small amplitudes, it 

decreases prior to the fundamental mode. This is clearly observable in XFigure 6.7 X 

c) where we show the normalized amplitudes (i.e. the relative decrease 

compared to the free amplitude) for both amplitudes. Except for very small A2, 

the amplitude of the first eigenmodes decreases first before the second 

eigenmode is significantly affected. It is also interesting to note that the second 

amplitude never reaches zero. This is probably due to the fact that the higher 

eigenmodes still are able to oscillate when the tip is pinned to the surface as 

discussed in section 6.2.  

On this gold sample, as for many other samples, we could not observe any sharp 

change in phase at the transition to the repulsive force regime, as seen on freshly 

cleaved HOPG. We presume this is due to increased attractive forces in the 

presence of a water film. The phase 2 reveals a striking pattern with two 

different slopes which could be worth further investigations. For the KFM 

application presented in the next chapter however, it is just relevant to know that 

for small amplitudes the phase 2 does not much depend on the tip sample 

distance, irrespective of whether we operate in the repulsive or attractive regime.  
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7 6BCompensation of Electrostatic Forces by 

Single Scan KFM using Multifrequency 

Operation 

7.1 30BIntroduction  

Here we introduce a method to compensate electrostatic forces, which combines 

Kelvin probe techniques as presented in chapter X4 X with multifrequency 

techniques as discussed in chapter 6. It is known that electrostatic forces vanish 

in Kelvin probe when the topography and the surface potential are recorded 

simultaneously in a single scan [ Xsadewasser2003X]. But so far all single scan 

KFM techniques do require a non-contact distance control, which restricts the 

techniques to relatively low scan speeds, smooth surfaces, or operation under 

vacuum conditions [Xkikukawa1996 X, Xsadewasser2004X], where frequency 

modulation is mainly used for this purpose 

[Xalbrecht1991X, Xnonnenmacher1991X, Xloppacher2004X]. In air, however, only a few 

single scan KFM attempts succeeded using amplitude modulation for non-

contact distance control with soft amplitude setpoints [Xluna2006X, Xlu1999X] on 

very smooth surfaces. Over high topography variations, where real non-contact 

operation is hardly achievable, KFM is commonly performed in lift-mode for 

which we presented the feed forward technique described in chapter 4. Stark et 

al. have shown that electrostatic forces can be measured simultaneously with a 

tapping mode feedback operating in the repulsive force regime [ Xstark2005X]. The 

technique that we present here goes a step further, by incorporating an additional 

feedback loop that maintains the electric forces constant. Using an initial tuning 
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it is possible to cancel the electric forces by adjusting the tip’s bias, as known 

from other KFM techniques. The method has been published [Xziegler2007X] and 

is patented (PCT/CH2006/000371) in cooperation with Nanonis GmbH in 

Zurich.  

7.2 31BPrinciple of Operation 

Single scan KFM and amplitude modulation distance control is achieved by 

multi-frequency excitation of the cantilever, where the first eigenmode is used 

for distance control, and KFM is performed at the second flexural eigenmode. 

Common AM-KFM techniques in non-contact or lift-mode apply a pure 

electrical excitation and adjust UDC to the surface potential, where a minimal, 

ideally zero, oscillation amplitude is reached at the excitation frequency. 

However, in intermittent contact the non-linear tip sample interactions result in 

non-zero amplitudes at higher eigenmodes, which prevent accurate AM-KFM 

measurements that rely on the detection of very small amplitudes. Additionally, 

one has to consider that any change in the amplitude of any higher eigenmode 

alters the distance over which tip sample interactions are observed. Therefore, it 

is advantageous to look for techniques where the amplitudes remain constant. 

We propose an excitation where the electrical forces act conservatively on the 

oscillation of the second eigenmode. To this end, the second eigenmode is 

excited mechanically by a dither piezo, and simultaneously the electrical 

excitation UAC is applied. A phase shifter is used in order to reach a 90° phase 

relation between the mechanically and electrically induced cantilever 

oscillations. In this configuration, electrostatic forces act purely conservative on 

the oscillating cantilever [Xfukuma2004 X], i.e. small tip-sample potential 

differences (U0≈0) induce phase variations while the amplitude remains constant.  
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Figure 7.1  Measured amplitude and phase response of a mechanically and 

electrically excited second eigenmode for different tip–sample bias voltages. At 

constant electrical excitation (UAC = 1 V), different mechanical excitation 

amplitudes are applied. At pure electrical excitation a hard phase jump of 

180 degrees occurs at zero tip–sample bias. However, when the cantilever is 

additionally mechanically oscillated, the resulting phase turns into a monotonic 

function with a linear slope around zero tip sample bias [ziegler2007]. 

XFigure 7.1 X shows measured amplitude and phase response to the tip-sample bias 

for the described excitation configuration. For pure electrical excitation at the 

resonance frequency as used in AM-KFM, the amplitude reaches zero and the 

phase jumps by 180 degrees at zero bias. Therefore, the phase can’t be used for 

a stable KFM control. However, when an additional mechanical excitation is 

added, the resulting phase turns into a monotonous function of the bias with a 

linear slope around zero, which is perfectly suitable for Kelvin feedback. Note 

that the zero phase transition is independent of the oscillation amplitude. This 

KFM method is therefore not influenced by dissipative forces acting on the 

cantilever. Note also, albeit using the phase, the method remains an AM-KFM 

technique, but still benefits from the high accuracy of phase measurements. 
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7.2.1 61BExperimental Setup 

The method was implemented on a MultiMode AFM (Veeco, St. Barbara USA) 

which was operated by a Nanonis SPM controller (Nanonis GmbH, Zurich, 

Switzerland). The Nanonis controller comprises two independent oscillation 

controllers, featuring two fully digital lock-in amplifiers and/or phase locked 

loops. XFigure 7.2 X schematically depicts the entire setup with two main control 

loops and independent lock-in amplifiers. The cantilever deflection signal is fed 

into high and low pass filters to separate the two first eigenfrequencies for 

independent processing at the full input range of both lock-in amplifiers. The 

topography feedback loop controls the tip sample distance in an amplitude 

modulation configuration (amplitude 1), while the KFM feedback maintains a 

fixed phase relation between excitation and detection signal (phase 2) by 

adjusting UDC.  

To operate the AFM, proportional and integral gains of the Z-controller are first 

adjusted to reach a stable amplitude modulation distance control. The second 

eigenmode is excited to an amplitude which is much smaller than the amplitude 

setpoint of the first eigenmode (typical values are A1 =20 nm, Asp =16 nm, 

A2 = 2 nm). Then the tip is withdrawn by about 100 nm to have only 

electrostatic forces acting on the cantilever. Similar to contact potential 

compensation performed in vacuum, UDC is matched to the surface potential by 

adjusting it to the value resulting in the smallest frequency shift on the first 

eigenmode (see XFigure 4.3 X). Then the tip is approached to the sample again, 

where tip sample interaction forces result in a static phase shift at the second 

eigenmode. This phase shift depends on the chosen Z-control parameters such as 

amplitude setpoint. Adjusting the lock-in amplifier’s phase offset to match this 

phase shift allows one to relate zero phase to zero tip-sample potential difference. 

Finally the Kelvin controller is turned on to maintain this phase constantly at 

zero by adjusting UDC to the local surface potential during the scan.  
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Figure 7.2 Schematic set-up for single-scan Kelvin probe force microscopy. The 

first eigenmode is used for tip-sample distance control in amplitude modulation. 

A second feedback loop is simultaneously used for KFM at the second 

eigenmode. An AC excitation (oscillator 2) is applied to the dither piezo and 

phase-shifted with respect to the AC voltage applied to the tip. With this set-up, 

electrical forces act conservatively on the oscillator and solely induce phase 

variations (phase 2). The Kelvin controller keeps this phase constant by 

adjusting the UDC bias of the tip to the surface potential. 
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7.3 32BResults 

7.3.1 62BCompensation of Topographic Errors  

To evaluate the capabilities of our novel KFM setup we applied a sine wave 

voltage (1 Hz, 10 Vpp) on a gold coated silicon surface and observed the 

resulting Z position for an uncompensated (Kelvin controller turned off) and 

compensated (Kelvin controller turned on) configuration. The amplitude 

setpoint was 80% of the free amplitude at an excitation frequency 100 Hz above 

the first resonance frequency. XFigure 7.3 X demonstrates that variations in 

Z-position due to electrostatic forces disappear as soon as the Kelvin controller 

is switched on. The tip bias (UDC) immediately follows the applied sine voltage 

on the surface, and as a consequence electrostatic forces are cancelled and errors 

in the height measurement are suppressed. For small AC voltages (UAC = 1 V) a 

sufficiently large KFM signal is obtained to achieve a surface potential 

resolution of about 5 mV. In a gaseous atmosphere, and in contrast to vacuum 

conditions, the quality factor of the second flexural eigenmode is higher than 

that of the fundamental resonance [Xpfeiffer2000X] (ω1 =60 kHz, ω2 = 275 kHz, 

Q1=180 < Q2=340). The resulting decay times, however, are smaller for the 

second eigenmode (τ0=6 ms, τ2=2.4 ms), hence the bandwidth of the KFM 

feedback (measured 3dB KFM bandwidth = 350 Hz) is higher than the 

bandwidth of the topography feedback. As a result KFM measurements can be 

performed at typical amplitude modulation scan speeds (for cantilevers with 

above characteristics the scan speed is about 128 pixels/s corresponding to 

1 line/s).  

The robustness of the method is shown by imaging a gold coated silicon grating 

(depth = 150 nm) to which different voltages were applied during the scan. In an 

uncompensated configuration, the voltage applied to the surface ( XFigure 7.4 Xa) 
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contributes strongly to the topography image ( XFigure 7.4 Xb). Due to the increased 

tip-sample distance, there are difficulties to resolve fine surface features over 

areas of high surface potential. With active KFM controller, UDC ( XFigure 7.4 Xc) 

follows the applied voltage and the topography (XFigure 7.4Xd) shows accurate 

height information even over large variations of surface potential and 

topography. Fine surface features such as the gold grains appear nicely resolved.  

 

Figure 7.3 A sine wave voltage (1 Hz, 10 Vpp) was applied on a gold coated 

silicon surface, and the resulting Z position response was observed in the on and 

off state of the Kelvin control feedback. When the Kelvin controller is turned off 

(left side) electrostatic forces disturb the distance control, when the KFM 

controller is switched on, the tip bias (UDC) follows the applied sine wave 

voltage and cancels electrostatic errors in the height measurement. The 

amplitude setpoint was 80% of the free amplitude (Asp=16 nm, A0=20 nm) and 

the excitation frequency 100 Hz above the first resonance frequency. 
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Figure 7.4 Topography of a gold coated silicon grating using amplitude 

modulation for distance control. During the scan different voltages a) were 

applied to the sample. The resulting topography b) is clearly corrupted by 

electrostatics, and increased tip sample distance leads to loss of resolution on 

fine surface features, such as the grains of the evaporated gold layer (cf profile 

plot in d). In single-scan Kelvin probe force microscopy the measured surface 

potential (c) is compensated and the topography (d) is free from electrostatic 

artefacts. 
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7.3.2 63BCharge Stability 

 
We already have shown a reduced tip-sample charge transfer by using feed-

forward compensation of electrostatics (see chapter 5). The same effect is 

expected when using an active KFM feedback simultaneously with the 

topography scan. To characterize the charge stability for single-scan KFM we 

performed the same experiment as described in section X5.3.3 X. We used the 

previously described charge writing technique (see section 4.5.2) to inject 

charges into a PTFE film and observed the decay in potential when scanning the 

charge patterns. Since the single-scan method can be operated in the attractive 

and repulsive force regime, we will investigate the charge stability for both 

regimes.  

All experiments were done on the MultiMode setup as described above, the 

relative humidity was 27%, the temperature was 24 °C, and we used platinum 

coated V-shaped cantilevers (NSC11 B, Micromasch, Tallinn) for charge 

writing and KFM observation. For charge writing the pulse height and length 

were +30 V and 2 ms, respectively, the tip speed was 2 µm/s and the amplitude 

setpoint 50% of the free amplitude (A1= 8 nm).  

After charge injection we first recorded eight consecutive images using the 

single scan KFM method with a distance control in the attractive force regime. 

To this end we applied an amplitude modulation feedback using a soft amplitude 

setpoint (7 nm with a free amplitude of 8 nm) and an excitation 100 Hz above 

the first eigenfrequency. We recorded eight consecutive scans with an active 

Kelvin control (256 lines at 1 Hz, 8.5 min/scan). The Kelvin excitation UAC was 

5V. In Figure 7.5 we show the topography and surface potential of the first scan 

right after the charge injection. Over the charged areas we observe a peak value 

of -3.5 V with respect to the untreated areas. The profiles in c) show the surface 
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potential over the indicated area for the eight consecutive scans. One observes 

that no significant discharging occurred during the entire eight scans.  

 
Figure 7.5  Topography a) and simultaneously acquired surface potential b) of a 

charge pattern written in PTFE electret film. c) profiles of the surface potential 

recorded over eight consecutive scans (as indicated in b)). 
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For a better estimate of the discharging we aligned all eight surface potential 

images, and offset the data by the value of the background potential. Over an 

area of interest we determined the peak values for all the eight surface potential 

images recorded and calculated the relative discharging compared to the first 

acquired scan. This gives us the temporal decay in the surface potential, as 

shown in XFigure 7.6 X. After eight continuous scans in the attractive regime we 

observed that the surface potential retained 96% of its initial value. As explained 

below this small decrease is mainly due to natural discharging. The high 

remaining potential allowed us to use the same pattern for a further Kelvin probe 

experiment where we used a distance control in the repulsive force regime. For 

this purpose we used amplitude modulation distance control with an active 

phase locked loop (as discussed in section 2.5.2.4), the amplitude setpoint was 

5 nm with a free amplitude of 8 nm. After eight consecutive scans we obtained a 

remaining charge of about 85 % of the initial value.  

The values for natural discharging and the decay due to conventional tapping 

mode scanning were observed in another experiment. By the same charge 

writing techniques the letters “NICE” were written and imaged using single-scan 

KFM in the repulsive force regime (see XFigure 7.7 Xa). Then we imaged only the 

area of the letter N in eight consecutive tapping mode scans with tip and sample 

connected to ground. After that, the full word “NICE” was imaged again using 

single-scan KFM in the repulsive force regime (see XFigure 7.7 Xb). Over the letters 

“ICE” (=the area which was not affected by scanning) we observed a natural 

discharge by only 4%, whilst the surface potential over the letter “N” nearly 

decreased by 50% (area B and B’). 

To conclude, we compare the results with respect to the natural discharging also 

indicated in XFigure 7.6 X. We achieved no observable tip induced charge 

modification when KFM was operated in the attractive regime. After more than 

one hour of continuous scanning the surface potential retained 96% of its initial 

value. This value compares well with the natural discharging, and can easily be 
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understood by the fact that tip was not in contact the sample. The scan in 

conventional tapping mode, however, decreased the potential by 47%. We have 

shown that such high tip-induced discharging could be reduced to only 12% by 

using an active KFM feedback even when operating in the repulsive regime. 

This value compares well with the results obtained by feed-forward 

compensation where we achieved 16% as shown in XFigure 5.4 Xc. For an exact 

comparison of the two techniques, however, the experiment should be conducted 

on the same instrument and if possible non-contact distance control should be 

used to determine the natural discharging as exactly as possible. So far we did 

not take into account that the value of the measured value for the natural 

discharging value is equally reduced when acquired.     

 
Figure 7.6 Surface potential decay measurements over eight consecutive scans 

comparing tapping mode, and single-scan KFM in the attractive and in the 

repulsive regime. In conventional tapping mode the surface potential decreases 

by 47% due to tip-induced charge transfer. With active KFM operation this 

discharging is reduced to 12%, and when operating in the attractive regime we 

observe no charge transfer between tip and sample, as expected. 
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Figure 7.7 Natural discharging and decay of the surface potential due to charge 

transfer induced by tip-sample interactions in conventional tapping mode. The 

surface potential of a charge pattern is shown before a) and after scanning the 

indicated area for eight conventional tapping mode scans b). By comparing the 

potential over the areas A and A’, which were not affected by the scan, we can 

determine the natural discharging of the sample. Comparison of the potentials 

in B and B’ gives the tip-induced discharging for conventional tapping mode. 

The profiles in c) show the clear reduction to about 47% of the initial surface 

potential.  
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7.3.3 64BComparison of Noise Levels and Potential Resolution 

 

From the results presented in Figure 7.5 one can’t only extract the discharging 

behaviour of the PTFE film, but moreover it is possible to compare the two 

operational modes with respect to the achieved resolution and noise levels in the 

surface potential. The surface potential data resulting from the previously 

written charge patterns are show in XFigure 7.8 X. A non-contact KFM image was 

first acquired followed by a scan in the repulsive force mode. In order to 

compare the width of the observed charge patterns we took a region of interest 

which presents a linear charge pattern (A). The selection was rotated until the 

largest peak value was achieved in the surface potential averaged along the Y 

axis indicating the best alignment of the charge pattern to the selected frame. 

The averaged potential along the Y axis is shown in A’’ and gives a good 

estimate of the overall response. We can observe that the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) value is about halved by operating in the repulsive regime. 

At the same time the measured surface potential increases by a factor of two. 

This important result shows that we have a more confined measurement of 

electrostatic forces, that leads to higher resolution.   

The noise levels in surface potential were determined on an uncharged area (B). 

The surface potential data from of 90x90 pixels large area were offset to zero by 

subtracting their average value (B’). The image was flattened using a parabolic 

fit, before performing a histogram analysis as shown in B’’. The histograms 

show a five-fold increase in the noise level between the non-contact and 

intermittent operation. The increased noise level can stem from effective 

variations in the surface potential, which become accessible due to the 

confinement of local averaging as discussed above. But one also has to consider 

crosstalk due to the complex coupling of the two eigenmodes when operating in 

the non-linear repulsive force regime. Because of this coupling the noise levels 
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equally depend on the distance control feedback settings such as the controller 

gains or the setpoints. Noise is therefore difficult to characterize in detail.   

  

Figure 7.8 The resulting surface potential over a line of injected charges and the 

noise levels of the measurement are compared for Kelvin probe performed in the 

attractive and the repulsive force regime. When operating in the repulsive force 

regime we observe an significant improvement in the lateral resolution and 

hence a more confined measurement of local potentials.  
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7.3.4 65BMaterial Contrast 

In this section the multifrequency method is applied to samples that present 

different materials or surface chemistry. All images were acquired in the 

repulsive force mode. We show that Kelvin probe gives a good compositional 

mapping going beyond phase imaging.  

7.3.4.1 74BPennin Chlorite  

Pennin Chlorite is a mineral that consists of alternating mica-like (tetrahedral-

octahedral-tetrahedral) and brucite-like layers. The brucite-like surface exhibits 

OH groups and is slightly positively charged as compared to the mica-like layer 

which presents oxygen at the surface. The step height is 0.5 nm for a brucite-like 

layer and 1 nm for a mica-like layer. Sub-nanometer steps, with alternating 

surface chemistries, make this material an ideal candidate for Kelvin probe 

measurements. This kind of chlorite mineral has been used as a template to align 

DNA molecules which have a binding affinity to brucite-like areas 

[Xvaldre2004 X, Xantognozzi2006X]. The same material was already used to study 

frictional effects due to chemically induced changes in the lateral forces between 

tip and sample [Xyurtsever2008X]. Similar to graphite the material can be cleaved 

by using sticky tape. In a first experiment we imaged the sample with a 

multifrequency configuration as described above, but with an inactive KFM 

feedback. This allows us to observe the phase information which yields an 

excellent material contrast (see XFigure 7.10 X). The mechanical excitation at the 

second eigenmode was 2 mV, and UAC was 1 V. In this configuration as 

illustrated in XFigure 7.1 X we can obtain a high contrast of the phase with a high 

correspondence to the sign of the electric surface potential.  
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Figure 7.9 Model of a chlorite surface presenting brucite-like (I) and mica-like 

(II) regions. The brucite-like surface presents OH groups and is slightly 

positively charged, whereas the mica-like surface presents oxygens and is 

slightly negatively charged. The octahedral structures contain magnesium atoms 

and the tetrahedral structures contain silicon atoms. Illustration adapted from 

Antognozzi et al. [Xantognozzi2006X]. 

 
Figure 7.10 Simultaneously acquired topography a) and phase of second 

eigenmode b) with an inactive Kelvin controller. The topography shows multiple 

terraces, with the phase of the electrically excited second eigenmode providing 

high material contrast.  (Scan size = 25 x 18 µm2). 
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Figure 7.11 Simultaneously acquired topography a) and surface potential b) 

presenting the single layers of brucite (I) and mica-like (II) layers. The arrow 

indicates a small feature (~15 nm wide) that is nicely resolved in the KFM 

image. (Scan size = 2.6 x 2.6 µm2). 

 

The effective value of the surface potential is found when the Kelvin controller 

is turned on. XFigure 7.11X shows simultaneously acquired topography and surface 

potential at another location of the sample where small strips of single layers are 

present at the surface. The strip over which the profiles are drawn presents a 

height of about 0.5 nm, hence it is likely a brucite layer. The surface potential 

further confirms this assumption. Over brucite-like layers, which present lightly 

positively charged OH groups, we observe a higher surface potential than over 

mica-like layers, which present oxygens and are slightly negatively charged. The 

potential difference observed here is about 200 mV. However, a huge variation 
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ranging from several tens of millivolts to about 400 mV was found on various 

samples or even different locations of the same sample. The same range of 

values has been observed using lift-mode Kelvin probe. With the multifrequency 

technique, however, we could achieve a higher lateral resolution, and we 

observed material contrast at lateral resolution down to 15 nm as indicated by 

the arrow in XFigure 7.11X. It is questionable whether this difference stems from 

pure electrostatic interaction, however, topographic effects can for sure be 

ignored at such small nanometer steps.  

 

7.3.4.2 75BSilica and Polystyrene Beads  

Another experiment consisted of imaging a mixture of silica and polystyrene 

beads with a diameter of 100 nm. The topography, phase, and recorded contact 

potential are shown in XFigure 7.12X. Albeit hard to quantitatively interpret, we 

observe a strong material contrast in the surface potential of the two insulating 

materials. The potential difference is about 400 mV, and clearly allows 

distinguishing individual beads. From experiments with different concentrations 

of the two materials we could determine that the silica beads have a lower 

surface potential compared to polystyrene. The material contrast is much better  

in surface potential than in the simultaneously acquired phase image. 
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Figure 7.12 Simultaneously acquired topography a) phase b) and surface 

potential c) of a mixture of silica and polystyrene beads. Silica beads have a 

lower surface potential compared to polystyrene, i.e. in the surface potential 

darker beads are made of silica and brighter beads are made of polystyrene. 

(Scan size = 2.7 x 2.7 µm2).  
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By using the amplitude of the first eigenmode for topographic feedback and the 

phase of the second eigenmode for the Kelvin feedback, we can partially 

decouple the mutual influence of the two eigenmodes. However, the phase of 

solely mechanically excited second eigenmode is even in the attractive force 

regime dependent on the material, due to different Hamaker constants 

[rodriquez2004]. In the repulsive regime different elasticity or adhesion 

properties have additionally to be considered. The influence of such effects on 

the second phase could further be reduced by using amplitude modulation Z-

feedback with an active phase-locked loop for distance control (as discussed in 

section 2.5.2.4). The first eigenmode oscillates with constant amplitude given by 

the Z-feedback and constant phase given by the PLL. It is part of further 

investigations to scrutinize the influences of such additional feedback and to see 

if a better separation of different forces can be achieved. 

7.4 33BConclusion 

In multifrequency operation we have shown that electrostatic errors can be 

compensated by performing KFM simultaneously with the topography scan. The 

method is suitable for operation in ambient and works over high topography 

variations. Height information on substrates with large potential variations and 

abrupt topography changes remains accurate, even for “soft” tip sample 

interaction forces in the attractive regime. We could further show a significant 

decrease in tip induced modification of surface charges by using the single-scan 

KFM method. The method applies for both intermittent and non-contact 

operation, it operates at typical amplitude modulation scan speeds, and therefore 

offers twice the speed compared to the sequential lift-mode KFM. In usual non-

contact or lift-mode KFM techniques the feedback tries to nullify the 

electrostatic force. In our method, zero electrostatic force is reached after an 
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initial calibration step in which the phase offset is adjusted (as described in 

section 7.2.1). As the calibration is performed at a constant height above the 

sample and due to the distance dependence of the contact potential, such 

calibration can induce an offset in the observed surface potential. The tip-sample 

bias can also be set to a non-zero value which will be maintained by the Kelvin 

controller. Such operation creates an electrostatic cushion which can prevent tip 

sample crashes and help to stabilize non-contact operation.   

On a conductive sample, there might be charge transfer between the tip and the 

sample when operating in the intermittent contact. Since our methods 

compensate local contact potential differences the contact potentials are 

constantly equalized, we assume that there is little or no current flowing 

between tip and sample. It would be important to clarify this issue in future 

experiments where we monitor tip-sample currents.  

Since we are in close contact to the sample, the single scan technique could 

enable access to the double layer interaction in liquid. However, with the Veeco 

liquid cell that uses mechanical excitation we were not able to achieve stable 

detection of higher eigenmodes when operating in liquid.  
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8 7BExploring Graphene by KFM 

Graphene is a single sheet of graphite and represents the first truly two-

dimensional solid. Because of its true two-dimensional electron system - all the 

electrons are right at the surface – graphene is an interesting material to study by 

KFM. In this chapter we first give an introduction on graphene (8.1), and 

describe various Kelvin probe force microscopy experiments on few-layer 

graphene flakes (8.2). Preliminary results of structuring graphene by anodic 

oxidation under the AFM tip are presented in appendix A.5. 

8.1 34BIntroduction 

The discovery of fullerenes [Xkroto1985X], carbon nanotubes 

[Xiijima1991 X, Xiijima1993X] and just recently graphene [ Xnovoselov2005 X] triggered 

an increasing attention to carbon nanomaterials and carbon based 

nanotechnology. Recently mechanical testing of graphene reported the highest 

tensile strength ever measured [Xlee2008 X]. Electrons in graphene obey a linear 

dispersion relation and behave like mass less relativistic particles, resulting in a 

greater electric conductivity than any other known material at room temperature 

[Xzhang2005 X, Xgeim2007X]. At the current state, the mobilities that are easily 

achieved are already an order of magnitude higher than in silicon transistors, and 

they continue to grow as the quality of samples improves [Xkatsnelson2007X]. 

These unique mechanical and electrical properties make graphene a promising 

candidate to replace or complement silicon in devices like computer chips and 

sensors. Field effect transistors with a graphene channel can be realized 

[Xwestervelt2008X], and the smallest channel was only 10 atoms wide and one 
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single layer thick [Xponomarenko2008X]. Such devices can be operated at GHz 

frequencies [Xlin2008X], still below of what is feasible in silicon, it is nevertheless 

a remarkable achievement for a technology that young. A major difference 

between silicon and graphene arises from the continuous band structure with 

zero band gap of the two dimensional material [Xwehling2008X]. Fine 

modifications, e.g. the adsorption of gas molecules, can already significantly 

affect electronic properties through doping [Xzanella2008X]. This high sensitivity 

to adsorbates makes graphene an excellent gas sensor which allows the detection 

of single adsorbed molecules [Xschedin2007 X]. 

Other promising applications of graphene include ultra-capacitors for energy 

storage purposes [ Xstoller2008X], or transparent conducting electrodes required for 

applications is touch screens, liquid crystal displays, organic photovoltaic cells 

[Xwang2008 X]. The main problem today is that large single sheets of graphene are 

hard to produce, and even harder to make on top of an appropriate substrate. So 

far, most research groups work on small graphene flakes obtained by mechanical 

cleaving from graphite [Xnovoselov2005X]. However, many groups recently started 

to focus on the fabrication of large scale single or few layer graphene sheets. 

Thermal growth of epitaxial graphene on SiC surfaces [Xseyller2008 X], the 

dispersion of colloidal graphene sheets [Xli2008X], or the direct synthesis on nickel 

patterns and appropriate transferring techniques to arbitrary substrates 

[Xkim2009X] seem to be promising.  
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8.2 35BKelvin Probe Force Microscopy on Graphene  

We applied the Kelvin probe techniques presented in this thesis to few-layer 

graphene flakes, and observed variations in surface potential induced by 

charging ( X8.2.2 X), chemical functionalization (X8.2.3X). Furthermore we observed a 

dependence of the surface potential on the number of graphitic layers. This 

effect can be related to field effect doping from screening of surface charge 

impurities ( X8.2.4X).  

8.2.1 66BSample Preparation  

 
Figure 8.1 Topography a) and phase b) image of a contacted few-layer 

graphene flake (Scan size is 20 x 20 µm2). The flake was obtained by mechanical 

exfoliation of bulk graphite, and transferred onto a silicon dioxide surface. 

Focused ion beam deposition was used to contact the flake with a 45 nm thick 

gold lead. The height of the flake and the gold leads is show in the profiles c).  

 

The graphene flakes are obtained by mechanical exfoliation of bulk graphite 

onto a silicon dioxide layer (300 nm), as described in references 

[Xgraf2007X, Xnovoselov2005X]. In this configuration single layers are visible under 

the light microscope. Since Raman microscopy allows unambiguous 

determination of the number of graphene layers by the width of the 2D line 

[Xferrari2006 X], we used this technique to select suitable few layer graphene flakes 
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for KFM investigation. The Raman data were acquired using a laser excitation 

of 532 nm (2.33 eV) through a single-mode optical fibre, and along working 

distance focusing lens with numerical aperture of approx. 0.80 to obtain a spot 

size of approximately 400 nm. As shown in XFigure 8.1 X, some selected graphene 

flakes were contacted with 45 nm thick gold electrodes which were realized by 

focused ion beam deposition. Single layer graphene sheets have a thickness of 

0.34 nm, however, when they rest on SiO2, there can be height anomalies due to 

the presence of a water film between the flake and the substrate [ Xnemes2008X]. 

 

8.2.2 67BCharging of Graphene 

 
Figure 8.2 Tapping mode topography of an isolated few-layer graphene flake 

resting on silicon oxide. The density of states of the flake can be varied by 

injection of charges upon contact with a biased tip. 

The topography of a few-layer graphene flake resting on silicon dioxide is 

shown in XFigure 8.2 Xa. When a biased tip contacts the flake, charge transfer 

between the tip and the graphene flake occurs, and the density of states in the 

isolated flake can be tuned. Experimentally the flake was imaged using the 

single pass KFM method, then the tip was brought in contact with the flake 

(using a feedback on a constant deflection) and a bias was applied to the tip. 

Thereby the flake charges at a different level, as can be clearly seen when the 
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surface potential is imaged again ( XFigure 8.2 Xb). The result illustrates that 

conductive materials resting on an insulator can virtually take any surface 

potential. Hence, in order to measure electric properties reliably, the material 

under test needs to be contacted. The dark “corona” like shadow in the KFM 

images stems from accumulation of trapped charges in the silicon dioxide. After 

positive charging of the flake, this effect could be inverted to positive charging.  

 

8.2.3 68BFunctionalization of Graphene  

The construction of graphene based electronic circuits requires control of the 

electronic band structure and the withdrawal or injection of electrons to adjust or 

tilt the Fermi level. In cooperation with the Institute for Chemical and 

Bioengineering, (Department of Chemistry and Applied Biosciences, ETH 

Zurich) we used radical chemistry to achieve control of the energy level 

equivalent to n or p doping in classical semiconductors. The functionalization 

was locally masked by means of standard photolithography as illustrated 

in XFigure 8.3 X. The unmasked areas were subjected to radical chemistry by 

exposure to highly diluted diazonium reagents. P-type doping (or electron 

withdrawal) was achieved by functionalization with nitrophenyl groups and n-

type doping (or electron donating) was achieved with methoxyphenyl groups. 

After functionalization the sample was cleaned in deionised water, the photo 

resist was removed by acetone followed by drying under a nitrogen stream.  
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Figure 8.3 a) Patterned functionalization of an HOPG surface: First, a 

patterned mask is created by photolithography. The unmasked regions are then 

exposed to a diazonium reagent. b) Kelvin force microscopy image of p-

nitrophenyl-modified HOPG surface. c) Profile of the surface potential along 

the black line in (b). (Adapted from Ref. [Xkoehler2008X]) 

The groups that covalently attach withstand this cleaning process and build an 

air-stable dopant that permanently alters the electronic structure of the graphene 

sheets. XFigure 8.3 X b) and c) show the resulting KFM data from p-type doping by 

nitrophenyl modification. The induced surface potential difference 

is -74 ±16 mV between untreated and functionalized areas. This method is a 

promising approach for graphene-based electronics. A description of process 

details and additional results with different functionalization are published in 

Angewandte Chemie [Xkoehler2008X].  
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8.2.4 69BThickness Dependent Surface Potential in Few-layer Graphene 

 

Figure 8.4 a) Raman 2D linewidth, topography, and Kelvin probe data. Since 

Raman mapping reveals the number of graphene layers one can unambiguously 

attribute the surface potential variations to the morphology of the graphene 

flake. b) Histogram analysis of the Kelvin probe data in the indicated area 

reveals a surface potential difference between single and bilayer graphene of 

66 mV.  

We investigated a single- and bilayer graphene flake which has been intensively 

studied using Raman microscopy [Xgraf2007aX]. The topography, Kelvin probe 

and the Raman data shows a striking correlation between the morphology of the 

graphene flake and the surface potential. In order to quantify the potential 

difference between single and double layer graphene, we performed histogram 

analysis of the acquired Kelvin probe data. The surface potential data was taken 

from the area as indicated in the Kelvin probe image in XFigure 8.4 X a). Gaussian 

fitting revealed the average values of the measured surface potentials on single- 

and bilayer graphene, which reproducibly showed a difference of 66 mV 
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(See XFigure 8.4 X b). Our experimental findings are in good agreement with 

Raman experiments on few layer graphene [Xgraf2007 X, Xgraf2007aX]. Raman G-line 

shifts are related to phonon stiffening due to a breakdown of the adiabatic Born 

Oppenheimer approximation [Xpisana2007 X]. The G-line shift can be attributed to 

different doping levels, and the density of states can be estimated from back gate 

voltage experiments [Xstampfer2007X]. Between single and bilayer graphene 

flakes the Raman G-line shifts varied about 6 cm-1 [Xgraf2007X]. By using a simple 

capacitor model for the silicon oxide layer [Xnovoselov2005X] one can extract a 

work function difference of 60-80 meV. This value is in good agreement with 

the observed surface potential difference of 66 mV. The Raman G-line shifts are 

positive for both electron and hole doping, the sign of the doping can therefore 

not be extracted. Kelvin probe data, however, clearly distinguish between 

positive and negative doping. 

We examined a second graphene flake presenting various thicknesses ranging 

from single up to six layers. The number of layers is extracted from the 

topography data ( XFigure 8.5 X a) and Raman spectroscopy. For the first three 

atomic layers we observed a difference in surface potential with respect to few 

layer graphene. Histogram analysis of the surface potential data was used to 

determine the relation between surface potential and number of graphene layers 

( XFigure 8.6 X). The surface potential recorded over single, double, and threefold 

graphene layers is significantly lower than for four and more layers. The 

observed values are -150 mV, -82 mV, and -26 mV, respectively. The observed 

difference between single and double layer of 68 mV corresponds well with the 

previously observed 66 mV on the single and double layer flake. The same 

values could be observed with both lift-mode and single-scan KFM techniques.  
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Figure 8.5 Topography a) and surface potential b) of a graphene flake 

presenting various layer thicknesses. The numbers indicate the thickness of the 

graphene in terms of atomic layers.  
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Figure 8.6 a) Histogram analysis of the surface potential of a multilayer 

graphene flake b) for few graphene layers the surface potential is a function of 

the number of layers. The high error bar for the bi-layer is mainly because of its 

small area on the sample. 
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8.3 36BConclusion  

We have shown various KFM experiments on single and few-layer graphene 

flakes. The Kelvin probe measurements revealed significant surface potential 

differences depending on the number of graphene layers. Hence, KFM can be 

applied to identify the morphology of few layer graphene. So far there are only 

few surface potential measurements on few layer graphene, and the origin of the 

surface potential decay is still under discussion. Most likely it is caused by field 

effect doping due to interlayer screening of substrate charge impurities. EFM 

measurements of graphene resting on SiO2 [Xdatta2009X] or epitaxially grown 

graphene [Xfilleter2008X] as well as angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy 

[Xohta2007X] have extracted thickness dependent surface potentials of graphene. 

All the experiments have shown a consistent behaviour in the decay of the 

surface potential for up to four layers of graphene, but the absolute values of  the 

surface potential differ by more than a factor of five. This large range of 

experimental values could be explained by the presence of adsorbed water 

molecules. Drastic variations in surface potential have been reported between 

annealed and untreated graphene [Xmoser2008X], which lets us suggest that water 

is present in our experiments, although it is well established that graphite is 

highly hydrophobic [Xchakarov1995X]. Recent ab-initio DFT (density function 

theory) calculations show that the density of states does play a significant role. 

The theory predicts that the thickness dependent difference in work function 

increases with the overall doping in the flake [ Xgava2009X]. These predictions are 

to be proved in future KFM experiments, where the density of states in the flake 

is varied by field effect doping.  

Nevertheless, from the measured decay of the surface potential we can already 

extract the electrical screening length of approx. 3-4 layers, which agrees well 

with a screening length of 1.2 nm observed in top and back gated transport 
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experiments [Xmiyazaki2008X]. Electronic transport experiments in locally gated 

graphene have shown strong suppression of conductance in few layer graphene 

[Xoezyilmaz2007X]. The measured screening length implies that less than four 

layers of graphene should be used to achieve sufficient control of conduction by 

the electric field.  
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9 8BSummary 

Most common atomic force microscopy techniques do not distinguish 

electrostatic forces from van der Waals forces, resulting in severe artifacts in the 

recorded data. Electrostatic errors in height due to local surface potential 

differences of a few hundred millivolts can be sufficient to mask height 

differences on the atomic scale. Electrostatic height errors mainly depend on the 

chosen tip sample interaction forces for imaging. The weaker the tip sample 

interaction is the bigger are electrostatic errors. Therefore, it is impossible to 

measure the true topography of soft heterogeneous samples that require gentle 

tip-sample forces.  

To overcome such problems, we developed sequential and single-scan Kelvin 

probe force microscopy techniques that cancel electrostatic forces by adjusting 

the bias voltage of the tip to the local electric surface potential. For sequential 

lift-mode KFM we achieved this goal by replaying the measured surface 

potential as a tip bias during the topography scan. In the single scan technique 

the Kelvin probe measurement was performed simultaneously with the 

topography scan, which automatically cancels electrostatic forces. For this 

purpose we used the fundamental flexural eigenmode of the cantilever for 

topographic feedback while the Kelvin modulation frequency is matched to the 

second eigenmode. Such active compensation of electrostatic forces has shown 

to suppress electrostatic errors on a wide range of samples. With both techniques 

the height information remains accurate on substrates with large potential 

variations and abrupt topographic changes. Thanks to the compensation we 

achieved a better charge retention when imaging local charge patterns in electret 

films. 
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We further applied these techniques to examine the electric surface potential of 

single and few-layer graphene flakes. The Kelvin probe measurements revealed 

significant surface potential differences depending on the number of graphene 

layers. The difference in surface potential can be understood in terms of 

interlayer screening of substrate charge impurities, and an electrical screening 

length of approx. 3-4 layers can be extracted for graphene. This implies that less 

than four layers of graphene should be used to achieve sufficient control of the 

conduction by an electric field effects. 
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37BA.1 Digital Delay Box for Surface Potential Feed-forward 

in Lift Mode KFM 

The digital delay box is an extension for any Kelvin probe force microscope 

operating in lift-mode. The device was realized in cooperation with Ralph 

Friedlos (hardware and electronic design) and Raoul Enning (microchip 

programming).  

 
The box cancels electrostatic forces between the tip and the sample by applying 

the measured surface potential as a bias voltage to the tip. Such compensation of 

electrostatic forces greatly reduces electrostatic artifacts in any kind of scanning 

probe measurement, and one achieves an error free topography on samples with 

large variations in local surface potential.  

The delay box is designed for lift-mode KFM operation on Veeco or Asylum 

Research microscopes, where it is inserted in the signal pathway from the 

microscope controller to the tip. Synchronized to the scan speed the box 

switches the tip signal. While UAC + UDC are applied during the lift-mode Kelvin 

probe scan, the recorded UDC values are applied to the tip during the topography 

scan.  
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General  
 
• Digital Delay (Atmega 644 Microprocessor) 
 
• Plug and Play ready device 
 
• Suitable for any lift-mode Kelvin Probe 
Force Microscopy setup, independent of 
software. 
 
-Veeco: MultiMode, Dimension etc.  
 -Asylum Research: MFP 3D 
-etc. 
 
 
 

   
 
• casing dimensions 13.5 x 13.5 x 5 cm  
(Width x Depth x Height) 
 
• LED indicators fro power supply, and FFW 
operation 
 
• weight ca. 200g 

Input / Outputs 
 
• power supply +-15V 
 
• 3 inputs (Tip Voltage in, Line sync, Frame 
sync) 
 
• 1 output (Tip Voltage out) 
 
• all BNC Connectors 
 
 

Digital Delay Characteristics   
 
• maximum input voltage ±10 V 
 
• output voltage range ±10 V 
 
• 2025 samples per line 
 
• maximum scan speed 100 lines/s  
 
• 14 bit sample memory  
 
•  resolution = 0.1mV 
 
 

 

The digital delay is implemented on an Atmel 644 microprocessor, which was 

built on a Sanguino board (Hhttp://sanguino.cc/ H), the chip was programmed with 

the open-source Arduino software (http:// Hwww.arduino.cc H).  
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Electric Schema 
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38BA.2 Fabrication of Shielded Cantilevers 

The results presented in this chapter were realized in cooperation with Antje Rey, 

who was involved in various process steps such as thermal oxidation or SEM 

imaging.  

The shape of the probe is essential especially for KFM techniques because 

electrostatic forces extend to the longest range among many interactions used in 

SPM. Therefore, not only the apex but also the cone and even the cantilever do 

interact with the sample. As already discussed in the sections X2.4.3 X and X4.2.4 X this 

decreases the lateral resolution in all kind of EFM or KFM measurements.  

 

Figure A.1 Cartoon illustrating the benefits from using shielded conductive 

cantilevers that localize the electrostatic interactions to the tip apex.  

To enable conductive AFM experiments in liquid, Akiyama et al. developed 

new probes with insulated cantilevers and a conductive tip 

[Xakiyama2004X, Xfrederix2005X, Xgullo2006X]. Other groups tried to post-process 

commercial AFM probes to confine the electro-sensitive area at the tip apex. 

The techniques include focused ion beam (FIB) milling to create high aspect 

ratio tips [Xcockins2007X] or modification of Si3N4 cantilevers by FIB assisted 

deposition of a small Platinum electrode at the tip apex [Xmenozzi2005X]. 

However, techniques that base on the measure of electrostatic forces can only be 
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improved if the electric fields that originate from cone and cantilever are 

shielded. To this end, we propose to add an additional conductive layer, similar 

to shielded cables. If Uac is only applied to the tip’s apex, while the cone and the 

cantilever are held on ground, one can expect to achieve better lateral resolution 

due to the confinement of the electrostatic force. Such cantilevers have been 

realized by inserting a conducting metallic tip into an insulating pyramidal tip 

and additional deposition of metallic electrodes onto the cantilever arms 

[Xpingue2006X]. We present a much cheaper and simpler technique to post 

processing commercially available cantilevers, without the need for clean room 

equipment, photolithography or expensive focused ion beam equipment.  

 

Figure A.2 Process description for fabricating electrically shielded tips. The 

metal coating on top of an oxidized silicon cantilever is only removed at tip apex 

by anodic gold etching in hydrochloric acid. The opening of the metal coating 

further allows selective removal of the silicon oxide to access the silicon chip at 

the tip apex and at the base of the cantilever where no metal was evaporated.  
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The entire process is illustrated in XFigure A.2 X. First we deposit a uniform layer 

of dielectric material onto a heavily doped silicon cantilever. For the dielectric 

materials we first tried chemical vapour deposition of Parylene, but found that 

silicon dioxide leads to a more uniform and stable deposition. By thermal 

oxidation about 1 µm of silicon dioxide was deposited. Then we evaporated 

200 nm of gold on both sides of the cantilever, with the exception of the area 

where the chip was fixed to a sticky tape. The main difficulty of the process was 

to selectively pattern the metal layer on the complex geometry of an AFM tip. 

Initially we wanted to achieve this by lift-off techniques, i.e. by masking the 

tip’s apex prior to the metal deposition. To this end, we tried to deposit 

polymeric materials onto the tip in a controlled manner by dipping it into photo 

resist or PDMS. But due to the fast evaporation of solvents and strong capillary 

forces no stable process could be elaborated.  

Selective opening is easier to achieve by wet etching techniques. Mixtures of 

nitric acid and hydrochloric acid (in a mixing ration of 1:3 also called aqua 

regia) do etch gold at room temperature. Free Cl radicals formed in the solution 

keep the noble metal dissolved as Cl-complex (tetrachloro gold-(III)-acid = 

HAuCl4). This process works in the absence of nitric acid if a negative potential 

is applied to the gold surface. This method of direct anodic dissolution, or 

electrochemical etching in HCl, is similar to previously used techniques to 

realize gold STM tips [stemmer1989, Xwoo2003 X, Xren2004 X]. Wet etching 

obviously faces the same problems with evaporation and capillary forces as 

mentioned above. To prevent this, we soaked a block of agarose in HCl (10mM). 

The gel like structure of the agarose drastically reduces evaporation and the 

formation of liquid menisci when the tip is approached to the gel. In a soft 

contact mode we applied -2 V to the tip to start the etching process. On test 

samples we previously determined an etch rate of 7 nm/s, and therefore we 

applied this voltage to the tip for 30 s in order to etch the 200 nm of deposited 
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gold layer. The first preliminary results of gold etching already look promising 

as shown in XFigure A.3 X.  

The process details are by far not optimized yet, and only a few tips have been 

fabricated yet. Nevertheless, a controlled removal of the metal coating at the tip 

apex could be achieved over a length of about 500 nm. Etching of oxide was not 

tested yet on cantilevers. On test samples, however, it was verified that 200 nm 

thick gold layers can be used as mask to etch more than 1 µm of silicon oxide in 

a buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) solution. Because of the ability of BHF to 

produce severe health problems without necessarily producing pain, it is an 

extremely dangerous material. Process details about etching with hydrofluoric 

acid (HF) can be found in literature [Xspierings1993X]. Unfortunately, none of the 

cantilevers could be tested in KFM experiments. This was mainly due to 

difficulties with electrical shorting between the silicon chip and the shielding. 

Such shorts were most probably generated when handling the devices, or when 

they were mounted in the holder of the AFM. For future experiments it might be 

important to work in cleaner environments, to use PDMS coated tweezers during 

the entire fabrication process, and to glue the cantilevers onto an intermediate 

support for stable but safe mounting in the cantilever holder.  
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Figure A.3 SEM images showing different tips after the gold etching step. The 

preliminary results show that it is possible to selectively remove the metal at the 

tip apex by using anodic gold etching in hydrochloric acid. In the best result 

shown in b) the opening of the metal coating is as small as 500  nm.  
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39BA.3 Analytical Calculation of Cantilever Eigenmodes  

Here we describe the analytical calculation of flexural eigenmodes of freely 

oscillating rectangular cantilevers. The free vibration of beams in flexure can be 

studied using the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, which was significantly 

advanced by Timoshenko [Xtimoshenko1922X]. Various developments can be 

found in textbooks [Xmorse1948 X, Xsarid1991X, Xsarid2007X]. For a homogenous beam 

of uniform cross section the equation of motion for the flexural vibrations of a 

freely vibrating and undamped cantilever beam is given by  
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where E is the young’s modulus, I the momentum of inertia, I = w h3/12 given 

by the width (w) and thickness (h) of the cantilever. ρ is the density, A the cross 

section, and x the vertical displacement and y the position along the cantilever.  

With the Ansatz that the general solution is of the type  
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we find the following dispersion relation  
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The eigenvectors are determined by the boundary conditions. Since the 

cantilever is clamped at x = 0, we have  
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∂
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and at x = L the cantilever is free, and therefore there are no external torques or 

shear forces.  
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The resulting four equations can be solved only if the characteristic equation is 

fulfilled 

.01coshcos =+⋅ LkLk nn  
 

For this equation we find an infinite set of solutions {knL, n=1,2,3,…} that 

correspond to the flexural vibration modes. With the help of the dispersion 

relation the resonance frequencies fn belonging to kn can be calculated.  
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The deflection of each mode yn is described by substitution into the general 

solution, which leads to the following equation:  
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where y0 is the vibration amplitude.  

 

Figure A.4 Cantilever deflection for the first flexural eigenmodes, with the first 

four solutions of the characteristic equation and the resulting eigenfrequencies.  

 

n knL fn/f1 

1 1.825 1 

2 4.694 6.267 

3 7.884 17.548 

4 10.996 34.349 
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40BA.4 Numerical Simulations of Cantilever Eigenmodes  

While the eigenmodes of rectangular cantilevers can be found analytically, 

calculating the modes becomes more complex for cantilevers with variable cross 

section such as the widely used V-shaped cantilevers [Xneumeister1994X]. 

Numerical calculations using finite element simulations (Ansys Inc., 

Canonsburg PA, USA) allow finding the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of 

any arbitrary mechanical structure. We computed the first nine eigenmodes, 

sorted by their eigenfrequency, for rectangular cantilevers (XFigure A.5 X) and for 

V-shaped cantilevers ( XFigure A.6 X). The simulation illustrates the complexity of 

possible oscillatory motions and highlights at which frequencies torsional or 

flexural eigenmodes are to be expected. The cantilever thickness is the most 

critical dimension, at the same time it is the most inaccurate dimension in the 

fabrication process, and the main reason why a wide distribution of cantilever 

eigenfrequencies is found even when they come from the same fabrication batch 

(i.e. on the same wafer). 

The following material properties of silicon were used for the finite element 

simulation: Youngs Modulus E100=129.2 GPa, Poisson ratio ν=0.28, Density 

ρ=2.33 g/cm3. We compared the results from the simulations to the experimental 

results, and used the thickness of the cantilever as tuning parameter to match the 

first eigenfrequencies of simulation and experiment.  
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Name Mode Frequency 
Alert 
Criteria 

Max 
deviation   
Amplitude 

Deviation 
at tip. 

"1st Frequency Mode In Range" 1 299,939.62 Hz Flexural 3.260 2.985 

"2nd Frequency Mode In Range" 2 1.92×106 Hz Flexural 3.145tip 2.892 

"3rd Frequency Mode In Range" 3 2.13×106 Hz none 3.366  3.366 

"4th Frequency Mode In Range" 4 2.52×106 Hz none 4.310 4.2358 

"5th Frequency Mode In Range" 5 5.44×106 Hz Flexural 3.518 tip 3.518 

"6th Frequency Mode In Range" 6 7.86×106 Hz none 4.248 4.2105 

"7th Frequency Mode In Range" 7 1.07×107 Hz none 4.589 tip 4.589 

"8th Frequency Mode In Range" 8 1.13×107 Hz none 3.137 1.6493 

"9th Frequency Mode In Range" 9 1.41×107 Hz none 4.409 3.5189 

 

Figure A.5 The first nine eigenmodes of rectangular cantilevers are shown. The 

geometry of tip and cantilever correspond to the used rectangular silicon 

cantilevers (Nanosensors PPP-NCH-W, Nanoworld AG, Neuchâtel, 

Switzerland). 
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Name Mode Frequency 
Alert 
Criteria 

Max deviation   
Amplitude 

Deviation at 
tip. 

"1st Frequency Mode In Range" 1 421,238.57 Hz Flexural 4.740 tip 4.740 

"2nd Frequency Mode In Range" 2 1.52×106 Hz none 4.349 2.900 

"3rd Frequency Mode In Range" 3 1.97×106 Hz Flexural 6.139 5.240 

"4th Frequency Mode In Range" 4 3.33×106 Hz none 4.831 1.103 

"5th Frequency Mode In Range" 5 4.37×106 Hz none 5.376 tip 5.376 

"6th Frequency Mode In Range" 6 5.18×106 Hz Flexural 6.635 6.497 

"7th Frequency Mode In Range" 7 6.17×106 Hz none 4.083 2.97 

"8th Frequency Mode In Range" 8 7.59×106 Hz none 5.778 4.460 

"9th Frequency Mode In Range" 9 8.63×106 Hz none 7.249 tip 7.249 

 

Figure A.6 The first nine eigenmodes of V-shaped cantilevers are shown 

(NTMDT-NSG20). The geometries are very similar to the NSC11A cantilevers. 

For V-shaped cantilevers, identification of flexural and torsional modes is more 

difficult than for rectangular cantilevers.  
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41BA.5 Structuring of Graphene by AFM  

Motivation 

Unlike other materials, graphene nanostructures are stable down to true 

nanometre sizes, and possibly even down to a single benzene ring, which makes 

graphene not only interesting for fundamental research, but also promises a 

variety of new carbon-based applications in material science, electronics and 

nanotechnology. Conducting channels, quantum dots, barriers and interconnects 

could be cut out from a single graphene sheet into which various nanometre-size 

structures are carved. The construction of narrow ribbons in which charge 

carriers are confined in the lateral dimension would be of particular interest to 

study quantum effects. However, finding inexpensive patterning techniques to 

reproducibly build graphene nanostructures with high lateral resolution remains 

a challenge. Usually electron-beam photolithography 

[Xstampfer2007X, Xoezyilmaz2007 X] is used in combination with plasma etching to 

structure graphene flakes. In photolithography techniques a thin layer of high 

resolution negative tone resist (such as hydrogen silsesquioxane) is applied.  

After development, the resist acts as a protective mask, and only the exposed 

graphene is etched by oxygen plasma. This technique reaches resolutions down 

to few tens of nanometers. But residual resist on top of the graphene can 

significantly alter the electric behaviour of few-layer graphene. The highest 

mobility reported for single layer graphene devices prepared by e-beam 

lithography is around 20’000 cm2/Vs. But, it is believed that higher mobilities 

up to 200’000 cm2/Vs could be achieved with cleaner fabrication processes that 

eliminate extrinsic disorder [Xmorozov2008X]. In addition, the graphene flakes 

may get lost in the spin coating process of the photo resist, and the multiple 

steps of e-beam lithography device fabrication are expensive and time 

consuming. It is therefore desirable to pursue cleaner graphene device 
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fabrication techniques. Alternative patterning techniques are shadow masks 

[Xstaley2007 X], mechanical scratching using an AFM in contact mode 

[Xbarthold2008X] or thermally activated metallic nanoparticles, which etch along 

crystallographic axes [Xdatta2008X]. Here, we report on an etching method by 

anodic oxidation using a negatively biased tip. This technique was previously 

applied to tailor carbon nanotubes [Xkim2003X], etch conductive diamond-like 

carbon [Xmyhra2005X], graphite [Xpark2007X] and recently graphene 

[Xweng2008 X, Xgiesbers2008X]. 

Etching Method 

When a negative bias is applied to the tip, the graphitic surface is etched by a 

chemical reaction which is enhanced by electron transfer 

[Xpark2007X, Xkondo1995 X]. This effect was first observed on graphite using STM 

setups, and the presence of residual water molecules was found to be a necessary 

condition for the etching process [Xalbrecht1989X]. Therefore, it is believed that 

the carbon atoms do react with residual water molecules to form H2, CO, CO2, 

or CH molecules, which will desorb as gaseous products. 

 

Figure A.7   Schematic representation of the setup for anodic etching with the 

AFM. A negative voltage is applied to the tip in respect to the sample. The 

potential applied to the tip triggers carbon atoms to react with residual water 

molecules to form H2, CO, CO2, or CH molecules which will mainly escape as 

gaseous products. 
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Process Validation on HOPG  

To validate this technique and to optimize the major process parameters such as 

the applied voltage, forces, and the tip speed, we first tried structuring graphite 

(HOPG). To avoid destructive discharging effects between tip and sample, the 

current was limited by placing a resistor (10MOhm) into the connection to the 

tip. 

 

Figure A.8   Tapping mode height images of holes produced by anodic etching 

without (left) and with limiting the current (right) using a resistor of 10 MOhms. 

Both holes were etched by applying -5 V for 10 s when the tip was in contact 

with the sample. Too high currents can induce joule heating and the tip’s metal 

coating might melt away (left) leaving a crater on the surface. With the resistor 

in series, no such effect is observable, and after 10 s a large and deep hole was 

etched.  

The voltage threshold of the etching process was investigated by applying 

different negative potentials to the tip. In the lithographic mode we used a 

contact mode feedback and a tip speed of 100 nm/s. The threshold tip voltage at 

which etching started to occur varied from experiment to experiment, but was in 

the range from -4.75 to  -5.5 V. The nicest etching was achieved slightly above 

the threshold, at higher values of 6-8V, however, the etched lines started to show 

fuzzy edges and even folding of small few-layer graphene.  
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Figure A.9   The influence of the tip speed on the trench depth. Six parallel lines 

were cut with different tip speeds as indicated. The slower the scan speed the 

more material is removed. For tip speeds faster than 200 nm/s only one single 

layer of graphene was removed. The large width (200 nm) of the trenches is due 

to a contaminated or broken AFM tip.  

 

Figure A.10   Etched single dots (circled; a single voltage pulse -5V was applied 

for 500 ms) and a straight line (100 nm/s, -5V). The profile shows that three 

layers were etched. The best achievable width is comparable to the radius of the 

tip (= 15 nm).   
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Structuring of Single Layer Graphene  

 

Figure A.11   Topography of a contacted single layer graphene flake, prior to 

etching a) and after etching b). The surface potential image c) reveals that no 

electrical contact is remaining between the two graphene parts.   

First successful trials of cutting a contacted single layer graphene flake is shown 

in XFigure A.11 X A tapping mode image of a contacted single layer graphene flake 

is shown in XFigure A.11 Xa. During the etching, the tip motion was from the 

middle of the flake about 500 nm to the left.  

As control, the same experiment was repeated without applying a negative 

voltage. With identical contact mode settings no effect of deformation or 

removal of material could be observed. Kelvin probe force microscopy was used 

to prove that no electrical contact is remaining between the two graphene parts. 

The cut and now isolated part remained at the same surface potential 

independent from the voltage applied on the gold electrodes.  
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Conclusion  

Anodic etching of graphitic materials allows three dimensional nanofabrication 

of graphitic materials. HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite) as well as 

single layer graphene sheets could be structured. By varying the scan speed, the 

depth can be adjusted to remove even a single graphitic layer. The minimum 

etch width depends mainly on the tip’s shape. Using commercially available 

AFM tips the smallest observed features were 16 nm. However, one has to 

consider that the observed etches might appear smaller than they actually are, 

because of geometric artifacts from tip sample convolution. Park et al. report on 

single layer holes with a diameter of only 10nm. By placing a single MWNT on 

the tip of the AFM, cutting was also possible and deeper holes without 

significant widening were possible [Xpark2007X].  

There is a high risk to take up excess material. Such tip contamination results in 

wider etching. Both doped silicon cantilevers and platinum coated silicon 

cantilevers could be used for etching, but with some cantilevers of the same 

batch it was impossible to achieve any etching. As the etching process is still not 

fully understood, it is hard to find the reason. It might depend on an oxidation 

state of the tip material which is needed as catalyst to trigger the chemical 

reaction. 

The flake, which is to be cut, needs to be electrically contacted. For more 

complex devices this might restrict the sequence in which individual parts of 

graphene are cut. Anodic etching may be a promising technique to build first 

prototypes of graphene where the formation of ultra small constrictions is 

required to achieve quantum effects. The constriction can be achieved by 

consecutive removal of graphitic material from both sides. In principle with this 

technique it should be possible to achieve a conductive ribbon with a width of 

only one benzene ring.  
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